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The Calloway County Spelling
Bee will be held Saturday March
20, at 830 a.m. at the Calloway
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said some very exotic dishes
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hosted
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have this day appointed a fact spokesman said,
"on other
Mark Etherton and Jill Shroat
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Transportation Chairman in
finding commission. To this crusades as many as 2,500 people Bergeson.scholarship chairman; also received a superior for their International Dinner Saturday The
the Baptist carried by the Ihternationals to
Kathy Crider, Panhellenic
Calloway County for the Combscommission I am appointing one
portrayal of a scene from the evening, March 13, in
the Student Center and shared
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delegate; Debbie Edmonds, Rush
Carroll ticket, according to an
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Center's
Democrat, one Republican, one
Not The Same
play "Suddenly Last Summer.'
parties chairman; Debbie
announcement made by Ron
One hundred 'and ten guests with all countries participating.
young person, one old person, one Billy Dale Outland, Principal of
Paula Parker received an
Supplementary American food
Christopher and Carl M. Stout,
intellectual, one anti-intellectual, Faxon Elememtary School, is not Luther, activities chairma0;,and elioeilent for her participation in enjoyed a fabulous buffet. Food
co-chairmen, Bert Combs for
was furnished by the Baptist was prepared and sent to the
one Negro and one bigot. Come, the Dale Outland who signed the Cfridi Alexander, philanthropic the discussion event.
chairman.
Governor and Julian Carroll for
Baptist churches ('enter by volunteer women of
local option petition.
let us reason together".
On March 27 Murray High will women of the 16
Miss Matarazzo is a sophomore
participate- and these 16 area churches: Cherry
U. Governor.
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enough
have an additional 24 students
majoring in communications and
Carroll, son of Mrs. Walter
prepared by the International Corner. Elm Grove, Murray
known
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Hazel,
of
Hill
J.
I.
phase
participating in the second
minoring in English. She is the
Murray State First, Flint, Grace, Hazel, used car • dealer of Calloway Carroll and the late Walter
of
Students
of the reginal tournament.
Grove,
Locust
Kirksey,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. S. M.
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County, was claimed by death Carroll of Murray, is a graduate
Matarazzo of 1602 Keenland.
Last year's BSU Coordinator, Nlemorial, Northside,Oak Grove, Monday at four p.m. at the of Murray High School and
Miss Bergeson, 201 North 16th
Miss Becky Robertson, and the Poplar Springs, Salem, Scotts Baptist Memorial Hospital, received his B. S. and M. A.
degeees from Murray State
St., is a junior majoring in
t.
Director of Internationals for the Grove,Sinking Springs, and West Memphis, Tenn.
A Court of Honor was held gy next to the highest ram in chemistry and biology, She is the
W.M.U. Blood River Association Fork. •
Hill had been a patient at the! University.
Troop 77 of the Boy Scouts of scouting, were Lynn Rogers, daughter of Clyde Bergeson.
of Baptists, Mrs. Hugh Noff- Each table was decorated with Murray -Calloway County He served two years as an
America on Monday evening, Robert Underwood, Brent Austin, Miss Crider, daughter of Mr. Thomas Roberts of Highv.,o 94 singer, assisted Mr. Mattox, plus a trail of ivy the length of each
Hospital for several weeks due to officer in the Army prior to
March 15, in the troop meeting and Reid Hudson.
and Mrs. Albert Crider of 416 East was taken to LaGrange. numerous committees and the table down the center, centered a heart condition and had accepting the position as a
Brad _Roone, Mark Thurman, South 9th St., is a freshman at Reformatory this morning by Internationals themselves.
by two white cardboard doves
hall of the First Christian
recently been transferred to the teacher at Crittenden County
and Tim Wallen advanced to the MSU.
Church.
Deputy Sheriff Gerald Cohoon to This is a unique and most with the olive branch of peace in
High School, Marion for four and
hospital in Memphis.
Chairman Earl Douglas, Star rank.
half years. During that time,
one
Miss Edmonds, daughter of begin serving his sentence of two unusual dinner in that the women their beaks offset by two green
the
in
The deceased had been
Scouts Barry Wells, Bryaa Mr. and Mrs. Billy Edmonds of years.
representative of the Four Rivers
of the above mentioned churches candles. The 30 feet long buffet used car business in Murray and he served as president of the
Council, opened the ceremony. Warner, and Andy Wilson 502 Meadow Ln., is a sophomore. Roberts was found guilty of opened their kitchens again this table was covered with floor
Hazel for many years. He was a Crittenden County Teachers
He awarded merit badges to received the First Class rank.
Miss Luther is a sophomore "indecent or immoral practices year to the Internationals who length linen, and the center of the member of the Hazel Baptist Association, and assistant
The Second Class rank was majoring in marketing and with another and fixed his came into their homes early table was accented with a tall
every member of the troop inChurch serving as deacon and principal the later part of his
cluding Steve Porter, Mike awarded to Gregg Fox and Rusty business. She is the daughter of punishment as confinement in the Saturday
ac- vase of yellow forsythia and treasurer. He was a leader in employment there.
afternoon,
Alexander. Alan Lemons, Ronnie Moore. —
Coach and Mrs. Cal Luther, 1509 penitentiary for two years- by a companied by an American BSU
civic affairs in his community. Carroll is presently sales
(Continued on Page Ten)
The Tenderfoot Investiture was Johnson.
jury of three women and nine student from:, Murray State,
Billington, Michael Skinner,
He was the son of the late manager of Carroll Volkswagen,
Eddie Rollins, Kelly Seales, bestowed on four new scouts, Miss Alexander, 1320 Wells men in Calloway Circuit Court on
and Daisy Humphrey Hill 800 Chestnut Street, Murray , and
Frank
Donnie Rogers, Scott Zim- John Hart, Phillip Smith, Charlie Blvd., is a sophomore majoring Wednesday and Thursday,
His brother, W. H. (Ben) Hill, is a member of the First Baptist
merman, Frank Gilliam, Chad Bazzell, and Stuart Henley.
in elementary education. She is March 3 and 4.
Church. He is married to the
died on December 30, 1970.
U. Col. John Hudson presented the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Boyd, and Hawley Fair.
Motion for his probation was
Mrs. formerJudy Howard, daughter of
wife,
his
are
Survivors
Receiving tha rank of Life, the Den Chief shoulder braids to Alexander
overruled by Judge James M.
Lurlene Foster Hill of Hazel; two Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Howard,
Scouts Reid Hudson, Robert
Lassiter at the regular court rule
sons, Ricky Hill of Hazel and and they reside in Gatesborough
He
Underwood, Bryan Warner,
12.
day held Friday, March
Keith Hill of Fort Lauderdale, Estates. _
Gregg Fox, Donnie Rogers,
was _placed in the ;Calloway
He said he will announce his
one brother, T. C.(Bill) Hill
Fla.;
Eddie Rollins, and Rusty Moore.
County Jail on Friday' to await
of Murray; two grandchildren. committeemen at a later date.
tional
Hudson, Pack Master of Cub
come(
transfer to a state
Funeral services will be held
Pack 37, explained the duties and
Michael Free, a physical institution. _
Thursday at two p.m. at the Nature's Palette
By United Press International the challenge of the Den Chief.
Garden
at
Murray State
education major
Hazel Baptist Church. Other
For excellent achievement in University,
discuss
Knew
will
You
Now
through
Wednesday
fair
On
arrangements have not been Club
Kentucky mostly
axemanship the Paul Bunyan
Internall mai
announced.
Wednesday. Little change in award went to Scouts Un- "University and City Interaction By United Press
The Nature's Palette Garden
he
'
nc,
Service"
at
Community
will
thru
the
Comet
Halley's
The Miller Funeral Home of Club will meet Wednesday,
temperature. Highs today and derwood, Austin, Rollins, and
UCM
Luncheon
Faculty-Student
visible
in
May,
1986.
50s.
the
in
the
mostly
of
Hazel has charge
Wednesday
Donnie Rogers. Special mention Wednesday at 12:30.
March 17„ot ten a.m, at the
arrangements and friends may Community Center on
Lows tonight mostly in the 30s. was given to two Scouts, Mike
Ellis
a
from
Free,
senior
NEW CHAIRMAN
call there after five p.m. today Drive.
Alexander and Ronnie Billington. Philadelphia. Pa., has worked Steve Hamrick, Murray, is the
Extended Outlook
Tuesday).
who will soon be recognized as extensively in community new Region I chairman of the
Mrs Harold Xversmeyer will
Extended weather outlook for Eagle Scouts.
present the les§on ...on "Sand
recreation programs and is State College.Republicans. He is
IS.REPRFSENTATIVE
Kentucky Thrusday through Following the awards, the responsible for the currently a junior at Murray State
Candle Holder Making". She is a
BSU INTERNATIONAL DINNER—Miss Beverly Pasehafl,
Carl Hardie, Almo, was one of registered florist and has
Arrow Patrol under the direction successful university-community University. Hamrick, a political
Saturday:
left, and Miss Gall Kersey, members of the Baptist Student Union seven representatives from presented many programs along
Partly cloudy Thursday. of Patrol I eader Austin served swim program.
science major, received the
at Murray State University. are pictured greeting two In- Murray State University to the this line at local civic and social
Chance precipitation Friday the large group of interested
The Faculty-Student I.un- position at the State College
ternational Students. Ichhuhhai Patel and Bharatkumor Shah State' College Republican Con- clubs
through Saturday . No major parents with popcorn and soft cheons are held at the UCM, 202 Republican
Convention in
from India. at the dinner held Saturday evening. Sixteen local vention in Lexington. Hardie is a
temperatere change during drinks, while Michael Skinner N. 15th St. each Wednesday. The Lexington. He_is the son of Mr.
Hostesses for the day will be
in the annual dinner for the In- junihr at MSU. He is the son of Mrs. E. S. Ferguson and Mrs. L.
period. Lbws 30s to loner 40s
public is invited. For information and Mrs. William Hamrick S17- Baptist churches participated
ternatienal Stodentsoot Murray Mete.
- call-751115317 '
Mr and Mrs. Wayne Hardie.'
shat -to -lower 60s.,
i Continued on Page Teni
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Six-Year Term
For Presidency?
Many changes have been proposed in the
American polit:cal structure in recent years, but
most of them ia ve been for the birds. One that
makes sense, but which has attracted no serious
attention, is a constitutional amendment to grant
the President one six-year term. And one term
only.
This ide: is not an original one. It was
proposed to us by a friend during a conversation
over a meal recently, and then we read an article
a short time later by columnist William S. White
which stated almost verbatim the same
thoughts.
White said he has reached his conclusion
after years of pondering and in the light of
intimate observations of inside actualities in the
administrations of John Kennedy, Lyndon
Johnson and Richard Nixon.
•
"To put things in one sentence," Mr. White
said, "The present four-year term is too short,
whereas the rarely broken habit of the people to
grant a total of eight tyears, by way of the reelection process, makes it much too long."
Any newly chosen president, however able,
needs at least a year to shape his own Cabinet
and White House staff to his needs and liking.
However brilliant he needs at least an additional
year to flesh out the programs and policies that
were in his mind in his campaign.
Thus be becomes a genuinely functioning
president only in the last two of his four years—
and then is either excessively engrossed in
politicking and balancing and counterbalancing
group pressures or is almost universally
assumed to the doing just that.
The fact of the matter is that a president
cannot become truly effective in putting his
program into action short of two years in office
The six-year term would mean that he could
devote all of his time to being president, and not
half of his time running for re-election. After
spending his first two years getting warmed up

to the job. the president would then have four full
years to carry out his program without fear of
being plunged into defeat or having to
compromise a portion of his program in
exchange for political support.
The one-term, six-year president, knowing
that he could not succeed himself in office, could
put all of his talent and energy without restraint
toward doing his best for his country.
Not being a student of political science, there
are certain to be some flaws to such a plan. What
do you think?

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDO= a TIMM Fitz
The aims and objectives of courses at Calloway County High
School will be explained at the meeting of the Calloway County
High PTA on March 21. Mrs. Hansford Doran is program
chairman for the PTA.
Richmond Hall, the new men's dormitory at Murray State
College, is expected to be ready for occupancy next week.
Mrs. George Hart used the subject, "Apple For The Teachers"
for her talk for the Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club.
She was introduced by Mrs. Allen Russell.
Mrs. J. D. Peterson presented the program at the meeting of the
.Captain Wendell Oury chapter of the DAR held at the home of
Mrs. Becky Devine.

Today
20 Years Ago
vas
LEDGES•TDC118

Former Murray Police Chief and former sheriff of Calloway
County, Ira Fox. died March 14 at Cuero. Texas. enroute to a
tiospital. Another death reported was Floyd Somner of Cadiz.
s. Mr and Mrs. Mark Ethridge of the Courier-Journal and
uisville Times will speak at the Murray State auditorium on
pril 6. The event is sponsored by the Zeta Department of the
'Murray Woman's Club

tr

)Ars. Ray Kuykendall and daugtiser of Brimingham, Ala., have
been visiting her father, Gus Lamb, and her sisters, Mrs: John B.
Csisott arid Mrs. Calvin Miller.
William McElrath of Murray has been elected president of the
ench Club at Murray State University

t

Bible Thoughtfor Today
inn walk in love. as Christ also hath hoed us, and hath given
!or es ea Coffering mod a sacrifice to God for a sweetimsear.--IEpbesJaws S:2.
, If e hut walked in lose. following ('hrist's example, life would
ttie 4wet•ter for us and for ever)one we (fleet.

Facts Vs Taxpayer Money

Appalachian reprieve?

Closing Of Kentucky Village May Not Be
Answer To Improved Juvenile Programs
By Ralph C. Maurer
Well, another agency of Kentucky State Government is at it again. They are getting ready to
take the taxpayer once more...,and although it has
happened so often we should feel like a kid at a
shady circus wheel--it seems to make little difference to our Frankfort breed of bureaucrats.
This time the people who head up the Department of .Child Welfare Department plan to do away with Kentucky Village and spend millions of
dollars to build, lease or rent other facilities and
to greatly increase emphasis on Community Services for our youthful offenders.
This all sounds great. News releases concerning this planned abandoment of Kentucky Village
within the next couple of years and the accompanying pronouncements concerning the building
and acquisition of new "smaller facilities" was in
true style of government officials who operate
a generally poor program - such as our juvenile
program has been operated -- and then tell us that
it will cost less and that they can provide a better
program.
On January 11 this year George Perkins, Commissioner of the Department of Child Welfare, in
a letter to Gov. Louie B. Nunn wrote:
"As discussed and planned in a general way with
you and other concerned persons.. the past 2 1/2
years...1 am now delighted to be able to report
to you that we can with all reasonable assurance
anticipate the closing of Kentucky Village...within
the next two years..."
Commissioner Perkins went on in his letter
to the Governor with praise for various and sundry Child Welfare officials and spoke about the
great cooperation they received from juvenile
court judges and "local community resources."
He wrote about long-range plans for obtaining
certain smaller facilities and placing greater
emphasis on community services. He cited praise
heaped upon Kentucky for its "goal in the field
of delinquency". He wrote about the high turnover
of employees at Kentucky Village.
In addition Commissioner Perkins wrote:' The
smaller facilities not only make possible better
programs for dealing with the youth, but are far
less expensive to maintain and operate..."
Commissioner Perkins then closed the letter
by saying "I sincerely hope that ultimate disposition of the property may supply Child Welfere with, the capit.14 money planned for in the unsuccessful Bond Issue so that we can carry out
the badly needed remodeling of the Jefferson Countu Diagnostic-Reception Center and make proper
provision for the limited number of our committments who need the security of a locked-door facility..."

SELLING JOB
Other people in the Department have been out
completing the "selling" job to other state officials and the public.
Evans D. Tracy, Director of Division of Residential Services, Kentucky Department of Child
Welfare, in a recent speech praising the proposed phasing out of Kentucky Village and the
plans for expanding bed capacities, noted this:
1) Expanding Frenchburg Boys' Center;
2) Expanding Lynwood Girls' Center:
3) Completion of Harlan facility;
4) Construction of new camp in Butler County„
and
5) Construction of new Reception Center in
Kenton County.
Mr. Tracy goes on in his speech to talk in
such terms as "anticipate," "giadually phaseout," "expand state-wide services in the corn--munities,' "delinquency prevention projects"
"potential funds," and "more specialized facilities."
But, the greatest of his pronouncements was
that !,"our smaller treatment facilities have proven more economical to operate..." (Don't believe it.)
HE IS RELIEVED
Robert Good, superintendent of Kentucky
Village, in a statement said, "It is a
pleasure
that a decision has (*Many been
reached
cerning the future of Kehtucky Village."conHe
went on to say the Staff at KY will
continue to
do the beat job it can during the
phase -out.
NOT EVERYONE AGREES
William Johnson, president of Society for
Honest and Fair Taxation, (S.H.A.F.T.)
P.O.
1992, Lexington, Ky., 40507, takes issue Box
the whole idea. He points out in a letter with
that
the Child Welfare people are taking
of "taxpayer ignorance- and says advantage
there are
no valid statistics to show that "it
will be

cheaper" and "it will be more effective" to
close-out Kentucky Village and follow the program outlined by Perkins and his staff.
Johnson says "it will take millions to do
what they have in mind" and he adds "in their
rush to close Kentucky Village delinquent youth
are being put back into society with little or
no rehabilitation."
We talked with a County Official who has
long had dealings with juveniles and with the
Department of Child Welfare. This attorney
says it rather bluntly and questions the move
to close Kentucky Village.
He said "The juveniles now at Kentucky Village are hardened young criminals and certainly could not qualify for committment to one of
the "honor" camps. They are there (Kentucky
Village) simply because they are hardened criminals and the only reason they are not in
the penitentiary is by reason of their age."
He went on to say "The only alternative that
has been mentioned is that these children would
be placed in other camps, but if you would
check with Commissioner Perkins' office you
will find recent reports t o the effect that these
other camps are filled to more than the capacity.
The County official went on to point out that
he had letters in his files from the Department advising not to commit children to the
Reception Center at Lyndon because there was
no room for them."
He concluded by saying "...in my many years
in office I have handled hundreds of juvenile
cases, many of whom ended up as inmates at
LaGrange. Granted that this facility (Kentucky
Village ) has not been able to rehabilitate all
of these,. it is the only facility which we now
have that offers a semblance of maximum security, and this security is vital.
LET'S TA.KE A LOOK
Kentucky taxpayers, as Mr. Johnson says,
and all of us who are interested in the welfare
and care of juvenile offenders should take a
good look at this entire movement and an even
closer look at what the Department of Child
Welfare has accomplished in the past decade
or more.
More money is not always the answer to
pressing problems. Certainly promises of "better" programs will not do the job, because
in that case Kentucky would have a model program. New and/or different buildings do not
guarantee success.
And, most certainly such statements that "it
will be cheaper," that "it will make for better community services for juveniles," "that
Kentucky Village will cost too much to keepup" and that the new facilities will solve our
juvenile
rehabilitation
problems, are not
founded on fact.
After all, it is your tax money. You ought
to investigate. It is little wonder that Kentucky
voters turned down the last proposed bond issue. The past record of the Department of
Child Welfare does not merit reckless spending, it does merit individual taxpayer investigation.
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Pipeline
warning
Enginwers won't
honor permit

Who gets the most good out of marriage?
Men
agree that women do. Women agree that men do
To say that the women's view is right would
be to
make of me a traitor to my own sex.
"More things belong to marriage
than four legs In a bed."
—John Heywood in "Proverbs"

1
E•

WASHINGTON
(U P I):
The Army Engineers have
warned they will not be
bound by any Interior Department award of a permit for building of the
Alaska pipeline and may
deny permission for construction of port facilities.
The warning was made
in a report dated Feb. 5 but
disclosed recently. The In
tenor Department is holding hearings on proposed
construction of the 798mile line from Alaska's
north slope oil fields to the
Port of Valdez.
Repo,. Leslie Aspin ID.,
Wis.) charged the Pentagon
had tried to suppress the
engineers' report. It said
the
Interior
Department
had violated both "the letter and the spirit" of the
National Environmental Policy Act in its report urging construction of the
pipeline.
The engineers said Interior Officials did not give
sufficient consideration to
alternatives to the pipeline
- including "deferral of construction
or
nondevelopment." They also criticized
proposals for dealing with
possible oil spills at Valdez.
In its report, the Interior
Department said construction of the pipeline was
necessary for national security despite its impact on
the environment.

The Almanac

By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, March 16,
the 75th day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Pisces.
more consideration and On this day in history:
I.
Letter to the Editor
Christian understanding on the In 1802 Congress authorized
part of those at fault in the future. the establishment of the U.S.
Military Academy at West
Sincerely,
Point.
Dear Editor,
In 1830 only 31 shares were
I am writing this letter in
traded on the New York Stock
reference to the proposed optior Kim E. Pennington
Exchange, the slowest day in
election eoneerning the sale of
the history of exchange.
alcoholic beverages in this
In 1966 American astronauts
county.
Neal Armstrong and David
There were a large number of
Scott . docked their Gemini 8
.people who signed the infamous
space vehicle with an agena
Petition, including my father,
craft, a first in orbital history.
Clinton Pennington. The reason
for his signature is the main point
In 1969 a Venezuelan airliner
_PENDLETON. 0 RE.
(UPI): The chairman of
that I wish to clarify.
plunged into a suburb of
.the Oregon Committee
Maracaibo, killing 150 person .
for an American Supersonic Transport faced
A thought for today: AmeriIn signing the petition, my
flag desecration charges
father did not vote in tavor of the
can statesman Charles Sumner
today for distributing a
decal containing the flag
said, "There is the national
sale of alcoholic beverages, but,
and a pro-SST slogan.
rather, he gave his endorsement
flag. He must be cold, indeed,
to the people's right to decide,
who can look upon its folds
District Attorney R. P.
Smith flied the charges
which is indeed the fair and
rippling in the breeze without
against E. Robert Delucdemocratic outlook to have.
pride of country. If in a foreign
cia of Lake Oswego,
Unfortunately, several of my
land, the flag is companionship,
Ore., who mailed local
parents' so-called "friends"
and country itself, with all its
residents decals with the
immediately jumped to the false
endearments."
words "Let's build an
conclusion that they had voiced
American SST' and an
American flag.
approval of such a sale. That
these poenle would merely
Mechanized reporters
possess this opinion is bad
LOS ANGELES (1.1P1)
enough, but some of them had the Fragrant baby
Court
reporters may soon be a
brazen nerve to confront and
help' keep haby fragrant thing of the liana. The Board of
reprimand my parents in person
li wiping up - accidental spit. Supervisors has beguit a study
i even from the pulpit). Many of ups
with a: damp sponge to deteirnine if the 430 court
chaste,
arch-devout
these
sprinkled
(16 baking soda reporters in Superior and Muchurchmen wasted little time in and
l,y. rinsing out rubber nicipal courts call be recomdemning them for their pants
regularly in a baking plated -- electronically.
"terribTe sin" before the true meta solution.
"I believe it is timely to
IferallSe S011il
were
known.
facts
is a fss,4
it al,. determine if 044 logy is Mil
To Ofve "mud-slingers" I say makes a goi'ml sale cleanser (icientl) ads juiced so that it
'How dare you accuse such fine fur all areas with whirh halo
will be entirely feasible to il
and upstanding people as my comes in touch. including ITIII ire available elertronir voice: re
parents of such an act! They do
pla,11•11 1.1111gt, ihr vording equipment in the
not drink alcoholic beverages and highi•liair. the iii terii ir id' the rourts." said Sigienisor Frank
ulit nrsanction . the sale of them. c3rriagc and
G. Bunnell.
in Calloway County or anywhere
else.•'
The crux of the entire matter is
that my parents' beliefs and
opinions, or whatever -subjects,
Phone 753-I27Z
are their own, and conseqUentlY,
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
n,,ne of anyone else's business
We Have It — We WIII Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
On behalf of them. I request a

Lot of bull
BROOMFIELD, Col.
(CPI)- A nine-year-old giant
bull that weighs 2,505 pounds
may be the world's largest Angus. His nickname is "Canadian
Colossal.- A third interest in
the bull was sold recently for
$350.000.
ft

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

753-8119
PlAILIA XVI= GRAYS

Sloe. OA

Murray Marble
Works
DUMDUMS OP PIM
AVIDAORIALS
Peeler White • le1111161,
III Idapla Bt. 75$11312

..44ALCA1 (CLOPS CA VA A

753-6333
Doors Olen 7:00

DOCTOR
ZIIIVAGO
t•ItiVAIN3 allEVIAM
Cont. from 3:30
LAST DAY
Academy Award
ominee "Best Actor"
MELVIN DOUGLAS in
"I Never Sang For
My Father"
te Show Fri. & Sat

aocioora-r/
Open 6 45 Nitely plus
1 pm Sat & Sun
Adm $1.50 & 7S,

AMIN

TONITE
YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE'

- SST decal

- abuse flag

produ..t.

ISN'T IT THE TRUTH!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

By JO
UPI St
YUMA, Ar
last day of
Preston Gomi
Diego Padre
and gave the

WASHINGTON (UPI): Rejecting for the first time
a proposal contained in President Nixon's high-priority revenue-sharing plan, the Senate voted yesterday
to extend the Appalachian Regional Commission for
another four years.
In his plan for sharing federal tax revenues with
the states, Nixon had sought to phase out the 13-state
commission in one year and turn over its funds to the
rural development portion of the revenue-sharing
plan.
But the Senate voted 77 to 3, to extend the commission through June 30, 1975, and to continue the
Appalachia Highway aid program until 1978.
The $1.8 billion bill, which also includes continuation of smaller programs in 20 other states, now
goes to the House, where its chances of passage are
considered good.
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Padres Have New Spirit This Year

Sports, Parade

TUESDAY-MARCH 16, 1971

UCLA Crowned National
Virginia
Champions By UPI Today
Drafts 3
Non-Seniors

going "pretty good" he's giving
By JOE SARGIS
working.
says that will not be a problem
By MILTON RICHMAN
Dave
Bristol:s Brewers the best
"There aren't many catchers in 1971 with the Padres.
UPI Sports Writer
UPI Sports Writer
of it.
YUMA, Ariz. (UPI)-On the in baseball better than Barton," Behind the first five are Dick
ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI)-Rod
last day of the 1970 season says Gomez. "If he can stay Kelley, throwing hard again Carew has a letter he's The truth of the matter is he
tied for lath. Weber State
By FRED MCN1ANE
was killing them with his bat.
Preston Gomez locked his San away from injuries maybe his according to Gomez, Jerry keeping.
rounded out the list in the 20th
UPI Sports Writer
e'
He
was
10-for-21
against
Diego Padres in the clubhouse hitting will improve."
NEW YORK (UP!(-UCLA, position.
Nyman and Mike Corkins. The
The letter says a number.#
and gave the one final pep talk. Don Mason, the vest-pocket bullpen is weak with only Gary thing's but basically it -stiycs Milwaukee pitching and that . NEW., YORK
the most powerful force in UCLA lived up to its preI.UPI)-The
comes out to .476 which is a bit
American Basketball Associa- college basketball in 20 years, season billing by winning the
infielder picked up from the Ross and Al Severinsen the only "I'm sorry."
better than just pretty good.
'.You have a great opportuni- Giants, is locked in a close dependable men. Gomez says
Mike Hegan wrote the letter
tion had another maverick in added another laurel to its list National Title. The Bruins were
ty to prove yowselves," Gomez battle with incumbent Dave he is looking to trade for a to him last summer after a Overall he was hitting .376 its ranks today after complet- of achievements today when it picked to finish first in the pretold the Padres. "While you are Campbell for the job at second, lefthanded reliever but doesn't collision between them at when he was sidelined. He had ing a college basketball draft was crowned 1970-71 National season ratings by the UPI
30-point lead over his nearest
at home this winter think about and
Champion by the United Press Coaches Board. However, it was
that bore judicial overtones.
of have much hope of landing one. second base resulted in surgerY ursuer and looked
it is this sort
like a cinch
it and when I see you next competition which Gomez fiof an uphill battle for the Bruins.
Board
cInternational's
As presently constituted the to repair torn ligaments in
a
defied
Squires
Virginia
The
for his second straight Amerispring be ready to play."
They fell from favor when they
Padres don't look like a .500 Carew's right knee.
nondrafting
on
ban
league
gures is a plus.
can League batting title. He led
It's spring now and as "Before we just gave the job club but they have a chance to
It marked the third UPI lost to Notre Dame early in the
The mishap occurred last
seniors by selecting junior Tom
al1
.32
ti
l
n
9ague's
196
heLe
hitters with
Gomez, one of baseball's better to one man and that was it," improve on last year's record, June 22nd in the fourth inning
Carolina, National Title for the Bruins in season but regained the No. 1
South
of
Riker
teachers, goes about getting the says the Padres skipper. "Now which would be progress of 'of a game between Minnesota'
sophomore Jim Chones of the last five years. During that position after beating Southern
Hard Road Back
Padres ready for their third we have more talent and the sorts.
and Milwaukee. Hegan came
sophomore Bar- stretch the Bruins have com- California for the first time on
The road back has not been Marquette and
Big League season he says fellows who had jobs before
piled a fantastic record of 141 Feb. 6.
barreling into second on a
Virginia.
of
Parkhill
ry
easy for the sensitive 25-yearthere is a new spirit on the have to work harder to keep
double play ball and Carew had
has victories and only five losses, Although the Bruins are
court
district
California
A
old Carew. A knee injury can
team.
him by at least 10 feet. Then
only"'including a 25-1 mark during favored to win their fifth
"Seniors
the
them. When there is competitake a long time to heal and ruled
"On a team such as ours," tion on a team you know you
successive NCAA championwham, it happened. The Twins'
of this past season.
violation
in
be
to
restriction
when you're 25 and you're
says Gomez, "we need more are making progress."
second baseman was finished
of The Bruins, who will be going ship, winning the UPI National
case
the
in
laws
anti-trust
thing ttiont
e play ball it's hard to
than just spirit to win, but Shortstop is another wide
vs. the after their fifth consecutive Championship has been someSpencer Haywood
YORK (UPI)-The for the season.
NEW
be
because there are so many open fight and the candidates annual United Press InternaHere it is nearly spring and
National Basketball Associa- NCAA championship beginning what of a jinx over the years.
"1 was a little disheartened
Thursday night, received 29 Only twice since 1957 has the
young and talented players on there are holdovers Tommy tional major college national
Rod Carew's knee isn't really
at first because I wanted to get tion. The case is under appeal.
the team, a little extra hustle, Dean, Rafael Robles, Jose basketball champions:
100 per cent yet. It's coming
The ABA immediately de- first place votes and 326 points UPI National Champion gone
back
in
lineup
the
and
a slap on the back and just Arcia and rookie Enzo Hernan- 1950-51-Kentucky
along but there is still some
clared Virginia's three picks from the 33 coaches who on to win the NCAA Champion(ouldn't," Carew says. "Every
plain old hard work can make a dez. Dean had the job for the 1951-52-Kentucky
participated in the final ballot- ship. On both occasions the feat
distance to go.
ineligible.
time I did so much work the
big difference."
"Once I get that 'first slide
was accomplished by UCLA-in
the surface of the ing.
-From
most part last year and while a 1952-53-Indiana
knee puffed up and a lot of
, Sees Better Record
out of the way I should be
court ruling, it would appear Marquette, which stretched 1967 and 1969.
good fielder, hit only .222. 1953 54 Indiana
fluid
would develop. I pinch hit
As of the moment, Gomez Obviously, Gomez is looking for 1954-55-San Francisco
okay," Carew says. "I've never
team can sign any its record for the season to 27-0 Five coaches from each of
and played five innings at first that any
has set a .500 finish as the someone with a little more 1955-56-San Francisco
slid since my knee was tom
player, said ABA Commissioner by defeating Miami of Ohio in the seven geographical areas of
base last September and I was
team's goal and he honestly batting punch and Hernandez, 1956-57-North, Carolina
up."
Dolph. "But we have not an opening round NCAA game the country comprises the UPI
still dragging my leg. I couldn't Jack
Title
feels the Padres can do that up from Rochester of the 1957-58-West Virginia
For
Headed
read the case and there are last Saturday, finished second Ratings Board. Each week the
move it too good."
well despite being in a division International League, could be 1958-59-Kansas State
Carew bears no resentment in
many things we don't know with 285 points. The Warriors coaches voted on the. top 10
Rod Carew is moving much
the
of
son
Hegan,
which includes the Cincinnati his man.
for
heart
his
such as whether the court that received three first place votes. teams and points were awarded
1959-60-California
wtter
now.
When he runs in a
Reds, San Francisco Giants, At third, Ed Spiezio, who hit 1960-61--Ohio State
Yankees' coach, Jim Hegan.
made the decision has jurisdic- Pennsylvania, the nation's on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis for
line there isn't any
only
major
other
college votes from first to 10th.
Los Angeles Dodgers and 12 homers and batted .285 in 1961-62--Ohio State
"I know he believes he slid :,traight
tion elsewhere."
problem. Turning suddenly still
Houston Astros. He figures 1970, has the inside track but if 1962-63-Cincinnati
into me cleanly and if that is
spokesman unbeaten team, was third with
ABA
Another
gives
some
him
trouble
though.
those four teams will fight it Mason beats out Campbell at 196344 Cincinnati
what he honestly feels then his
said: "I understand the Nation- 244 points followed by Kansas
out for the division title while second then Dave may be 1964-65-Michigan
conscience is clear," Carew When the 1970 baseball al Basketball Association is with 196 points and Southern
cason was over, Carew marhis club and the Atlanta Braves moved over. Another candidate 1965-66-Kentucky
says. "I was going pretty good
going to appeal, but regardless, California with 174 points.
r,ed the former Marilynn Levy
then
until
take what's left.
Milwaukee
against
those picks (made by VitlOpia) Southern Calibrnia dropped
is John Sipin, who hit 20 1966-67-UCLA
and honeymooned in Puerto
YORK (UPI)-The
"At this stage in our building homers at Salt Lake last year. 1967-68--Houston
NEW
but I'd hate to think what
can not be recognized and the two places from, at week as a
Rico. While there he and his
way
program position doesn't mean
any
in
was
me
to
happened
forfeit their picks for result of losing to UCLA last United Press International top
Squires
Strong Outfield
1968-69-UCLA
tried
wife
ball
a
see
to
at
game
Saturday.
much," Comez says. "We are The outfield is the Padres' 1969-70--Kentucky
20 major college basketball
intentional."
the rounds involved."
Bithorn Stadium in San
interested, though, in winning strongest suit as long as Gaston 1970-71-UCLA
When Carew says he was Hiram
South Carolina Coach Frank South Carolina, the Atlantic teams with first place votes
Juan but couldn't.
more games this year than last. and Brown can play.
McGuire was livi'd over the Coast Conference Champion, and won-lost records in paren-Sold out," Carew laughs.
was sixth with 119 points ttieses (15th and final week).
I think we can, too."
drafting of Riker. • •."
The left field job is another
Carew's mental attitude is
Gomez has a hard core of up for grabs and Gomez has a
Points
Team
can speak for Tommy in followed by Western Kentucky
touch better now than it was
326
sold players in first baseman flock of candidates-Al Ferrathat I'm certain he wants an with 115. Kentucky, Fordham 1. UCLA (29) (25-1)
six months ago.
285
Nate Colbert, centerfielder ra, Jerry Morales, Rod Gaspar,
will finish ind Ohio State rounded out the 2. Marquette (3) (27-0)
and
education
-Sly wife tells me to keep
244
3. Pennsylvania (27-0)
Clarence Gaston, rightfielder Ivan Murrell, Larry Stahl and
school," McGuire said. "This op 10.
working hard," he says. "She
1%
011ie Brown and pitcher Clay rookie Dave Robinson.
drafting of underclassmen is Jacksonville, beaten by Wes- 4. Kansas (1) (25-1)
thinks I'm gonna have a good.
174
Kirby.
really unfair-it's just like ern Kentucky in an opening 5. Southern Calif (24-2)
Gomez knows what the first
year."
said.
Praises Barton
119
campuses when -ound NCAA game last Satur- 6. South Carolina (23-4+
the
raiding
five cane do so he's giving
MILLE
By IRA
"But after that, we'll go with Rod Carew has been married they start taking juniors. lay, fell five places in the final 7. Western Kentucky (21-5(115
Colbert hit 38 homers last Robinson, who hit two homers
UPI Sports Writer
the usual five-man rotation the less than five months and Tommy can play in both the 3alloting into a tie for 11th with 8. Kentucky ( 22-4)
as
year, Gaston had 29 and Brown and batted .316 in 15 games at
BRADENTON, Fla. (UP!)already knows the key to
ao
had 23. Kirby, a hard-throwing the tail end of 1970, a solid Danny Murtaugh spent most of rest of the way.
ABA and NBA, but he still -Brigham Young. Brigham 9. Fordham (25-2)
Of the six, Walker's job happiness.
51
righthander, won 10 games in chance to win the job.
needs another year of season- Young, UCLA's opponent Thurs- 10. Ohio State (19-5)
the winter talking about the
lay night, moved up two spots 11.. tie Jacksonville (22 4)22
26 decisions but struck out 154 That takes the Padres to "wide-open" battle for jobs on would appear safest since he is Never argue with your wife. ing."
starter.
lefthanded
only
the
from last week.
I tie) Brigham Young 19-9)
batters in 215 innings.
pitching, the club's big weak- the Pirates and, if you didn't The, experience in the bullpen
North Carolina, which came
22
These are the players around ness.
know any better, you would is all righthanded with Dave
within one point of beating 13. North Carolina (22-6)
20
whom Gomez is building his
have believed him. Team May Improve
Giusti and Mudcat Grant.
'oath Carolina in their ACC 14. (tie) Notre Dame (20-7) 13
club. There is a marked dropoff 14 Kirby is the team's solid
But the truth of the matter, Giusti won nine games and
4 tie 1 Long Beach St (23-4)13
howdo**,,firriatted tath and
irr talent after the first four but starter. Behind him in the Or more correctly, the arithmefor the • Pirates last
36
saved
11
Notre Dame and Long Beach 16. Drake (20-7)
the Padres won 63 games last rotation more than likely will tic of the matter, is this:
year and Grant won two after
10
State were deadlocked for the 17. Villanova (24-6)
There are, at best, two spots coming over from Oakland in
year, their second since expan- be Dave Roberts (8-14), Danny
6
4th spot. Drake, the Missouri 18. (tie) Duquesne 21-41
sion.
Coombs (10-14), Al Santorini (1- open on the Pirates' 25-man middSeptember to help in thi
6
cap
to
on
I
was
man
Champ,
21-6
Conference
a
'alley
with
Houston
)
tie
•onnected
Bob Barton and Chris Canniz- 8) and newcomer Tom Phoebus roster. The National League's stretch.
I:ALE
By GAM
Eastern Division champions
4
three-run second inning off 16th, Villanova was 17th and 20. Weber St. (21-6)
zaro will split the catching (5-5 with Baltimore).
Veale to Bullpen
UPI Sports Writer
again this year and Gomez Phoebus didn't get too many will go with a set club, albeit Bob Veale, a starter for the Joe Torre's hitting and Steve user Jim Kaat. Tom Seaver Duquesne and Houston were
figures he's all set behind the opportunities to pitch last year with new faces.
last seven seasons, has been Carlton's comeback pitching allowed the Twins' lone run as
The Pirates made some sent to the bullpen as the
five
plate, especially when Barton is with the Orioles but Gomez
could make 1971 a pennant year he issued four singles in
them
changes, but they made
innings.
lefthanded arm following three for the St. Louis Cardinals.
all before they got to spring losing years in a row. But
homers Paul Popovich, turning into a
training, where most of the Veale, who was 10-15 with a Torre banged out two
lost Cub hitting hero, singled home
who
interest centered on the second 3.92 earned run average in 1970, Monday and Carlton,
the winning run in the 10th
holding
after
1970
19
in
games
base battle between Bill Maze- has been known to have control
inning as Chicago edged San
year's
that
of
out
most
on
for
roski and Dave Cash, and
problems and it remains to be
Francisco, 8-7. There were,
five
scattered
the six starting pitchers fight- seen if he can become an training period,
game,'
hits in six innings as the C,ards seven errors in the
ing for five jobs.
effective reliever.
4-3, for their including a rare three-base
Detroit,
Pirates Surrender Alou
edged
If he fails, Murtaugh could
The
Starters Nelson Briles and turn to young Lou Marone, who seventh win in 10 exhibition miscue by Willie Mays.
his
has
who
outfielder,
Giants
By JOE SARGIS
may
Conigliaro's acquisition
Bob Johnson are new. So is missed most
of last season with games.
UPI Sports Writer
look like the best move the centerfielder Vic Davalillo and an injury. Or, he could go As the last Cardinal to sign sights on Babe Ruth's legendary record of 714 homers, atoned
SPRINGS, Calif. Angels made in the trading 'shortstop Jackie Hernandez.
PALM
a lefthanded reliever- his contract this year. Torre is
his mistake with two
To get them the Pirates have without
for
(UPI)-In 1970 the California markets this past winter and
his
on
as he has said he would if paying early dividends
Angels had the American while Phillips is pleased to have up centerfielder Matty Alour necessary.
$110,000 contract. He took extra homers.
League batting champ in Alex Tony C. aboard, he's even more backlit. catcher Jerry Mar Fred Cambria, a 23-year-old batting practice each day after
backup shortstop Fred Patek
Johnson, some power, a good tickled about getting Berry.
righthander who spent the last his late arrival and the results
defense and solid pitching and "Among the younger players and spot pitcher Bruce Dal five weeks last season with the are noticeable.
they came close, awful close. in the game today," Phillips Canton
Pirates, is the outsider with the Torre gave St. Louis a 1-0
Now they have added an says, "Berry is on a par with The rest of the roster is best chance of making the lead in the fourth inning with
extra bat in Tony Conigliaro, a Paul Blair ( Baltimore) and stocked with returnees and, if pitching staff.
his first homer of the game and
-,cco
fine centerfielder in Ken Berry Tommy Agee (Mets). We've Al Oliver can play centerfield
Manny Sanguillen, the Nation- then belted a two-run drive in
and if Roberto Clemente can
differ ent
and possible fifth starter in the never had a centerfielder who
al League's"No. 3 hitter last the seventh inning. Pinch-hitter
stay healthy, the Pirates could
year (.325) is set as the catcher Leron Lee broke a 3-3 tie with
come-backing Jim Maloney, so can cover the ground Ken can.
win the East again.
and 20-year-old Milt May will a game-winning single in the
it comes as no surprise when He's going to be a fine addition
Pittsburgh gave cup some
the Angels say they can win it to our club even if he hits only depth to help its pitching staff, back him up.
eighth.
Praises Sanguillen
all in 1971.
Carlton had winning records
which has always been critiWe salute Tommy for his outstanding ser'As far as I'm concerned. of 13-11 and 17-11 when St.
They were only three games
Team Looks Strong
cized.
Sanguillen is the second best Louis won the National League
vice during the month of February. Life and
back and in the thick of the
Phillips isn't took concerned
catcher in the league, behind
Walker Emerges Ace
fight fpr the American League about Berry's bat because in
Casualty is proud to have him as an agent.
and 1968. He
Murtaugh pennants in 1967
West title at the start of Johnson, Conigliaro, Spencer From among Briles, Johnson, only Johnny Bench,'
correctly. attributed his 1970
We think you'would be, too.
September last year when and Fregosi he feels the Angels Luke Walker, Bob Moose, Dock says.
excep downfall to a preparation
.he
with
infield
The
Ellis
and
Blass,
Steve
Mur4tcher Andry Messersmith, have all the power they will
(allure caused by his long
tion of second basen is set
King
tfiird baseman Ken McMullen need.. Johnson won the A.L. taugh will choose his five
holdout.
club's
the
Robertson,
Bob
starters.
1969 Edward
and first baseman Jim Spencer batting tale with a .329 average
Mets,
York
New
The
27
t.287.
Last year, Walker emerged rtighthanded power
INSURANCE COMPANY OFTENNESSEE
all went on the shelf with and also chipped in with 14 as
:7-pennant winners, rode the
the ace of the staff, winning homers last year), is at first
A MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN GENERAL GROUP
injuries.
homers and 86 runs batted in. 15 games including five in base, broken-hand Gene Alley mysterious source of slender Al PANETELA DELUXE
alibis,"
any
making
.Minnenot
"I'm
Conigliaro hit 36 homers and September, and finishing with a .244) at short, and Richie Weis' power in beating
says Manager Lefty Phillips in drove in 116 runs for the Red 3.04 earned run average, third Hebner (.290) set for his thira sota, 6-1, Monday. Weis, who
recapping that finish, "but I Sox in 1970; Spencer had 12 best in the National League.
hit one homer all last year,
year at third base.
think we could have come even homers and 68 RBIS, and Blass, Ellis and Moose all
Alley broke his lefthand the
closer and maybe even won it if Fregosi hit 22 homers and spent some time on the first day of training camp. but NAME ALL-STAR TEAM
it hadn't been for those drove in 82.
disabled list last year but now he is expected to be reads for LAFAYETTE, La. (UP!)injuries."
Joe Azcue figures as the No. all are sound. Briles also is the April 6 opener. If not, the The NCAA College Division
Hernandez, ac1 catcher with Jerry Moses coming off an injury, but it was light-hitting
Monday announced its StnIthern
Pleased About Berry
behind him, Spencer, of course, a leg and not- his arm and quired along with Johnson from Regional Basketball TourSince injuries are a part of handles first and Sandy Alo- despite a 6-7 record and 6.22 Kansas .City, could fill in
nament All-Star team. Named
Jose Pagan, the club's top
the game no manager can dwell mar, a gifted fielder, forms the earned run average with St.
to the team were Dwight
inflei(1
other
the
is
pinch-hitter,
Louis
he
year,
last
could be the
too long on what might have doubleplay combination with
Lamar and Roy Ebron of
reserve.
been, and Phillips doesn't. He Fregosi, while McMullen, who best of the bunch.
Louisiana, Lloyd
Southwestern
lists those injuries only in had 14 homers and 61 RBIS in Johnson was 8-13 with the
Neal and Ted McClain of
City
and
Kansas
Royals
led
club
evaluating what kind of a
1970 handles third.
Tennessee State and Mike
American League righthanders PACKERS SIGN TWO
Offensively and defensively
fans can expect in 1971.
Green and Andy Knowles of
(4'111in
strikeouts.
Ellis
a
had
13-10
GREEN BAY, Wis.
•.1 think we are every bit as with aht crew the Angels stack record and
3.21 ERA and The Green Bay Packers of t limisiaria Tech.
and up as a solid club and that
Minnesota
as
strong
--no-hitter
a
pitched
against San
MonOakland." Phillips says, "and I doesn't even account for their Diego, Moose was 11-10 and National Football League
MALOCHE SUMMONED
of
day
signimc
announced the
expect the three of us will fight pitching, which also is solid.
3.58, and Blass was 10-12 and two draft choices-Win Had- - CHICAGO UPI(--The Chicago Black Hawks of the National
it out all the tvay. The Twins Clyde Wright, 22-12 the last 3.52. Blass had an 8-4 record
ley, a center from Wake F' rest
didn't take any moves this past time out, is the team's No. 1 the second half of the season.
Hockey 1,eague Monday re
tight
a
and
Garrett,
Leonard
called goalie Giles Maloche
I‘inter so they virtually will be pitcher. Behind him are Tom
Highonly use end from New Mexico
from their' Flint, Mich., far
the same club they ,were last Murphy ;16-13), Andy Messer- -We will probably
four starters during the first lands The Packers also signed club after learning that alter
year I thought the Oakland A's smith (11-101, Rudy May (7-13)
month of the season. because free agents Ricky Gunnels. a
nate goallueepe;. Gerry Desjar
had the best team last year and and Maloney,
there are a lot of open days and linebacker from Texas El. Pase
this
best
the
be
has beeti lost for t
Any way you look at them the
dins
be they will
pitchers
(loin !'want all -the
and kicker John O'Dell from
season %%ith a broken arm he
)ear It should be a good race Angels are strong. Now all they. getting stale on me." Murtaugh I ar.
14ons(•°liege.
•
have to do is prove it
--between us.....
suffered SundiA..

t

col.
I giant
)(Hinds
(st Annadian
rest in
tly for

ICE

Twenty Years
Of Champions

Top Twenty

Only Two Spots Open On
Pittsburgh 1971 Roster

Torre and Carlton Could
Make Pennant For Cards

:tor"
in
For

Sat

NICE'

Additions To Angels May
Help Them Win Pennant

sviovoG'
stvi

Tommy Williams
Agent ofthe Month
LIFE &CASUALTY

Parker Ford, Inc.
"EARLY SPRING SPECIAL"

).

During the month of March, we will

Ind

give a 10% discount on all tune-up parts and brake

linings installed in our shop!

Remember: "Service Built Our Business"

•

.411111b,
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Hughes-Downey Vow&Itt Be Read -

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

1

Mr. and Mrs. James E. Hughes of 404 North Seventeenth Street,
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Sandra Kay, to John Richard Downey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edger Downey of Murray Route Six.
Miss Hughes is a senior at Murray High School and is presently
employed by Big K Department Store.
Mr. Downey is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is now attending Murray State University. He is employed by
the Palace Drive Inn.
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, April 11, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church. A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the
church. All friends and relatives are invited-to attend both the.
wedding and the reception.

FBIRTHSj
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Rose of
605 Vine Street, Murray, are the
parents of a baby boy, Wesley
Allen, weighing nine pounds 1,2
ounce, born on Friday, March 12,
at 7:10 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
Airco Alloys, Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Allen Rose of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Purcell of Mt.
Vernon, ill, Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Will Rose, Mrs.
Cordis B. Fair and the late Mr.
Fair,all of Murrayand Mrs. Will
Mammem of Mt. Vernon,

711-11111.

owta44

Pottertown Club
Has Regular Meet
At Holiday Inn

Miss Sandra Kay Hughes

Pbene 753-1217

Alderdice,
Mrs.
Lucy
president, presided at the
meeting of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held Wednesday, March 10, at ten o'clock
in the morning at the Holiday Inn.
The February lesson on "Use of
Blenders" was presented by Mrs.
0. B. Cook. The March lesson on
"Couture Touches I Hems)" was
given by Mrs. Gray Roberts.
Mrs. Bessie Colson gave the
devotion reading from Proverbs
18:24. A memorial service was
held for Mrs. Goldia Curd entitled
"A Little Step Away". Mrs.
Alderdice read the poem,"Life's
Voyage".
The roll call and minutes were
given by Mrs. Clifton Roberts.
The members collected $30.75 to
be given to the Calloway Rescue
Squad. Announcement was made
of Annual Day held on Friday,
March 19, at ten a.m. at the
Woman's Club House. Members
are to take hobbies and crafts to
be displayed.
Landscape notes were given by
Mrs. Louise Short and the
recreational period was conducted by Mrs. Ruth Weston.
Lunch was served aththe noon
hour.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mesdames Gussie Geurin, Katie
Overcast, B. Melugin, Patye
Overcast, Blanche Larson, Mellie
Hopson, Lillis Wohlhart, 011ie
Hughes, Iva Alford, and
Elizabeth Koss:
The next meeting will be held
at the Holiday Inn.

and Mrs. Charlie Moody of New
Concord and maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Greene of Buchanan, Tenn.

Montgomery Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sinter of
Mayfield Route Seven announce New
Concord Club
the birth of a baby boy, David

Tuesday, March lb

at a joint meeting of the Benton,
Mayfield,
and
Calloway
Associations for Retarded
Children at the School for Exceptional Children at Benton at
7:30 p.m.

TUESDAV—MARCH 16, 1971

Miss Georgia Ann Yates Becomes Bride
Of Michael Carl Keel At Sedalia Church

The Calloway Homemakers
Club will have its annual day at
the Woman's Club House from
ten a.m. to 2:30 p.m. A craft show
and skit will be features for the
day. Willard Alls will speak on
''Drug Abuse".,

Dau
aboi

The annual style show,"Spring
Interlude XVII" will be
The Military Ball will be held in
presented by the Music Departthe Murray State Student Union
Murray
Woman's
of
the
ment
Building from eight p.m. to
Club at the University School
midnight. The dress is formal for
auditorium at eight p.m._
ROTC cadets and their dates.
Bands will be -Clap Hands Here
Phi Delta Kappa fraternity for
Comes Charly" and "Men of
men in education will meet at the
Note".
Student Union Building, MSU, at
6:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 28
Senior recital of SuEllen
Wilson, Clay, piano, will be at the
Recital Hall of Fine Arts
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No
charge.
A pictorial presentation of
cubist movement, Guillaume
Apollinaire And His Time, in the
arts of the early 20th century in
which this French poet wrote will
open at the University Library
and continue until March 31.

Anthony, weighing eight pounds
Miss Erin Montgomery opened
eleven ounces, born on Friday, her home for the meeting of the
March 12, at 8172 a.m. at the New Concord Homemakers Club
Murray -Calloway County held on Wednesday, March 10, at
Hospital.
one o'clock in the afternoon.
They have another son, Donald
The lesson on "Couture
Wayne, age 2,,z. The father is Touches(Hems)" was presented
employed at the General Tire and by Mrs. Thomas Herndon and
The Executive Board of the
Rubber Company, Mayfield.
Mrs. W. T. Kingins. They showed
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. several methods of finishing Kirksey School PTA will meet at
Wilburn Suiter of Mayfield and hems emphasizing the charac- the home of Mrs. Edward Willie
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh F. Story of
Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Gray of Hick- teriestics of each by using each at one p.m.
Murray Route Four announce the
man.
A great grandmother is sample of hem to further
birth of a baby boy, Robert Ray,
Women's
Christian
Mrs. Etter Miller of Hickman. illustrate a satisfactory finish. The
weighing seven pounds eight
Christian
the
First
Fellowship
of
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
-ounces. born on Friday, March
Church will meet at the church'
president,
presided
at
the
Murrayp.m.
at
the
7:26
12, at
meeting. Mrs. W.T. Kingins gave library at ten a.m.
Calloway County Hospital.
the devotion the thought, "Oh
The new father is serving as a
Wednesday, March 17
God Make Me A Better Parent".
chief petty officer with the United
International Reading
The
Mrs.
Loman
Bailey
directed
the
stationed
at
Pusan,
States Navy
Association will meet in Room
recreational period.
Korea.
The Arra Dunn Circle of the
The roll call, minutes, and the 152 of the Education Building,
Grandparents are Mrs. Cora
Women's Society of Christian treasurer's report were given by MSU, at four p.m. Dr. Robert
Four
Route
Murray
Story
of
M.
Service of the Hazel United
the speaker.
and Pak-Sun Hwan and Han-Song Methodist Church met at the Mrs. T. R. Edwards. Each Alsup will be
member answered by naming a
Jon, both of Pusan, Korea.
church on Tuesday afternoon, spring housecleaning chore that
The local art, sewing, music,
March 9.
needs to be done first in. her and essay writing contests of the
chosen
the
name
April Lyne is
Newport,
chairman
Mrs. H. A.
Murray Woman's Club will be
by Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Woods of of the circle, presented a very home.
Kirksey Route One for their baby interesting program on "Cuba". Refreshments were served to held at the club house at seven
the twelve members and two p.m.
/
2
-girl, weighing seven pounds 101
A social hour was held with
ounces, born on Friday, March refreshments being served by the visitors, Mrs. Barletta Wrather
and Mrs. Julius Sharpe. Other
12, at 5:36 p.m. at the Murray- hostess. Mrs. 011ie Hughes.
members present, not previously The Wadesnoro Homemakers
Calloway County Hospital.
mentioned, were Mrs. Edwin R. Club will meet at the home of
age
Jason,
son.
have
one
They
HagamMiss Mary Montgomery, Mrs. Clete Young at one p.m.
one. The father is employed at
Miss Maude Nance, Mrs. Louise
the Murray Division of the
Patterson, and Mrs. John The Newcomers Homemakers
Tappan Company.
Club's evening group will meet
Livesay.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
The next meeting will be held with, Mrs. Virginia Beach,
Russell Dowdy of Murray, Mrs.
on April 14 at one p.m. at the Gatesborough Circle, at 7:30 p.m.
Hilda Woods of Hopkinsville, and
home of Mrs. W. D. McCuiston.
of
Woods
Ulis
Mrs.
Mr. and
Thursday, March 18
Murray. Great grandmothers are Mrs. Calvin Wells Overbey, the
The Home Department of the
Mrs. Zara Woods of Murray and former Glenda Doran. was
Murray Woman's Club will have
Mrs. Charles Zeiss of Paducah. complimented with a bridal
a potluck luncheon at the club
breakfast held at the Red Room
house at one p.m. Hostesses will
A baby boy. Jonathan Erle of the Holiday Inn on Saturday,
be Mesdames John l,ivesay, R.
weighing seven pounds seven March 6.
M. Miller, Commodore Jones,
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mil.
for the
William Purdom,G. B. Scott, and
Joe Pat Coleman of New Concord The gracious hostesses
Tate,
Miss Maud Nance.
on Friday, March 12, at 12:50 occasion were Miss Lillian
was
Lassiter
Helen
Mrs.
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Mrs. Beck Wilson, Mrs. John hostess for the meeting of the
Mrs.
Nall,
William
Mrs.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Pasco,
County Hospital.
Arts and Crafts Club held at the
They have one daughter. Janet Cross Spann, and Mrs.. Albert lovely home of Mrs. James M. Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
,
Michele, age three. The father'is Tracy.
Lassiter, Wells Boulevard, on
p.m.
self employed as a farmer.
two10,
at
March
Wednesday.
the
special event
Paternal grandparents are Mr. For the
the afternoon.
honoree chose to wear a purple thirty o'clock in
pieces of handwork Karl Wolfram,
troubador.
knit pant suit. She and her Beautiful
members. lutanist, will sing poems of eight
PERSONALS
mother, Mrs. Glenn Doran, were were on display by the
Ford, president, centuries at the University
presented with hostesses' gift Miss C. B.
presided. Mrs. Fulton Young is a School auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Clifton Thurman of Nash- corsages of daisies.
new member.
This is sponsored by the
ville. Tenn., spent Saturday with
Mrs R. H. Thurman and Mrs. J. Mrs. Overbey was presented Delicious refreshments were Department of Germanic and
Slavic Languages at Murray.
H Thurman of Murray.
with a shower of kitchen gadgets served by Mrs. Lassiter
by the guests. and she was the Those present were Mesdames Tickets are fifty
cents for
W Churchill, Ruth Clopton,_
Mrs Anne Roney of Murray recipient of a lovely wedding gift
students and one dollar for nonMcRagon
Ragsdale,
Dewey
hostesses.
Route Six has been dismissed from the
students.
Daniel, S. L. Horn. Mayme
from the Western Baptist
Malas
Waters,
eva
The tables were beautifully Randolph, N
Hospital, Paducah.
Senior Recital of Rodney
decori,t'.ed for the event with Linn, Pauline Speegle, C. B. Reynerson,
Mayfield, piano, will
A.
M.
Morris,
arrangements
Edgar
of
Ford,
daisies
in
Winfred Pierce of Murray
be at the Recital Hall of Fine Arts
Keys,
Polly
Miller,
cards
unique
Place
Thomas,
Lois
containers.
Route To has been a patient at
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No
in the bridal motif were used. Keys Futrell, Bryan Tolley, and charge. .
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah
Miss Mary Alice Doran, sister the hostess.
Mrs William C. Bray of (if the honoree,. kept the guest The next meeting will be held
- . Friday, March 19
alurrm has been dismissed from register. Covers were laid for at the home of Mrs S. I.. Horn on Miss Betty Tate,
executive
Wednesda% April 14, at 2:30 p.m.
thirty persons
I eurdes Hospital. Paducah
director of the MARC will speak
.
_

Mrs. Emery Hook, the former
Undine Watson of Kirksey, is
pictured in the kitchen of the J. U.
Kevil Center at Mayfield where
she is employed. She retired in
May of 1970 after ten years with
the Fuller-Morgan Hospital,
Mayfield, as food supervisor.
Mrs. Hook will be assisting in the
guidance of the students of the
Adult Vocational program at the
Center in learning kitchen duties
they can use in outside employment.
(Mayfield Messenger Photo)

Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will have a luncheon at noon at
the home of Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley,
Mrs. A. H. Titsworth will be
assisting hostess.

Mrs. Richard Tuck
Hostess For Meet
Of Frost Circle

Mrs. Richard Tuck opened her
home for the March meeting of
Calloway
County the Bessie Tucker Circle of the
The
Association
for
Retarded Women's Society of Christian
Children will meet at Robertson Service of the First United
Elementary School at 7:30 r m. Methodist Church.
The Call to Prayer and Self
The Good Shepherd United Denial program was presented
Methodist Church WSCS will by Mrs. John Winter.
meet at the church at one p.m. Mrs. James
Weatherly,
chairman, opened the meeting
The Coldwater Homemakers with prayer. Mrs. Jack Bailey,
Club will meet at the home of treasurer, gave her report. Mrs.
Mrs. Homer Bazzell.
Richard Tuck reported on the
sunshine fund.
The Russell's Chapel United Announcements were made of
Methodist Church WSCS will the April general meeting, of the
meet at the borne,of_.Mr.s_ Mellie district workshop at South
Hopson at 1:30 pin.
Fulton, Tenn., on March 25, and
the study of Psalms each Sunday
The Faith Doran Circle of the rught at the local church.
First United Methodist Church Refreshments were served to
WSCS will meet at the home of the twleve members and two
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, 308 North visitors, Mrs. William B. Britton
8th Street, at two p.m. with Miss and Mrs. John Irvan, president
Meadow Huie as cohostess.
and vice-president respectively
of the;WSCS.,
Circle 1 of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will Dam moves town
An 4'lltlre
meet at the social hall of the Philippine town with
12.000
church at two p.m.
residents, will be relocated before 1974 to give way to a Sti7
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order million dam project in the cenof the Rainbow for Girls will meet tral Luzon area north of
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Carl Keel

at the wrists. The bateau neckline
The Sedalia Methodist Church and A-line skirt front were ac- cessories. Her corsage was of
was the scene of the winter cented with appliques of Chan- pink and white carnations.
wedding of Miss Georgia Ann tilly lace. The back was picked up The mother of the groom
Yates and Michael Carl Keel.
in poufs of lace roses, ending in a selected a hot pink ensemble
Miss Yates is the daughter of chapel train. Her scalloped, featuring an A-line skirt, long
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn B. Yates, 503 elbowlength veil of French silk sleeves and a round neckline
Hillcrest Drive, Mayfield, and illusion was attached to a satin banded with white. Her acMr. Keel is the son of Mr. and bow, appliqued with lace cessories were navy. Her corsage
was also of pink and white carMrs. Carl Keel of Hazel Route medallions.
nations.
One.
She carried a cascade bouquet
Reception
Rev. Hoyt Owen of Paducah, of white glamelias and baby's
cousin of the bride, performed breath, with satin streamers
Parents of the bride and groom
the ceremony at two o'clock in ending in love knots.
members of the wedding
and
afternoon
before
the
imthe
Miss Beth Waller, Louiaville, party received with the couple at
mediate family only.
was the maid of honor. She was
Vows were exchanged within attired in a long fitted jumper of the reception, which was held in
an area marked with floor stand azalea silk velvet over a white the fellowship hall of the church.
arrangements of white gladioli burnt lace blouse with, long Assisting in serving were Miss
and pink pompons, pink and bishop sleeves. Her headpiece Ellen Collie of Benton, Miss
white baby's breath, assorted tvas a matching bow of azalea Debbie Smith and Miss Debby
foliages and soft white satin bows velvet with face veil. She carried Duggins of Owensboro.
with streamers. Boston fern was a nosegay fashioned of white and
interspersed within the chapel. pink shaded pompons and baby's
The guest register was kept by
A program of nuptial music breath trimmed with pink and Miss Judy Smith, Mayfield.
was presented by Mrs. Marvin white streamers.
For their unannounced wedHartsfield, Mayfield,
Jimmy Geurin of Murray ding trip, the bride wore a beige
Bride's Dress
crepe-outfit trimmed with bands
served as best man.
The bride, given in marriage For her daughter's wedding of rust and dark brown, accented
by her father, wore a white gown Mrs. Yates chose a high fitting, with chocolate accessories.
by Bridal Original of French silk long sleeved A-line dress of aqua Pinned at her shoulder was an
taffeta with long sleeves, pointed crepe, with matching ac- orchid from her bridal bouquet
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ineffective in everyday use. On
the other hand, if It were built
to be just great on the tughwi.*,
it wouldn't be worth a dime in
the dirt.
"But the Baja has an edge in
the dirt," Stroppe says with .0
wink. "My love for scrambling
around in the loose stuff has
seen to that."

CONFIDENTIAL TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: "Mice
and moose, ducks and deer, hawks and hamsters mate
largely by instinct. Man does not. While some instinctual and
reflex behavior is connected with his mating, most of it is
learned. Man is not born with the knowledge of how to mate.
He must either he taught, or learn slowly thru trial and
error. What is learnable is teachable. And that sums up the
purpose of this book."

Daughter lies to friend
about drugs, boy friends
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: We moved to a larger city from a small
town last summer. Our 16-year-old daughter doesn't make
friends easily, so she has been rather lonely and blue.
Last week she wrote a letter to a girl friend in our home
town. She went off to school and asked me to mail it for her.
It was addressed, but not sealed. I don't know why, but I
read it. Now I wish I hadn't. It was full of awful lies! She
told her girl friend that she had a steady boy friend. Abby,
she hasn't even had a date. She wrote about going to pot
parties and trying L. S. D.—all lies. She is home every night
watching TV with us.
I can't let her know I read that letter. She would hate me
and never trust me again. Why would a nice girl want her
friend back home to think she's tried drugs and is going
wild?
SAD MOM

The above is the introduction to a fine, easy-to-underand book, titled "A Doctor Speaks Out on Sexual
Expression in Marriage" by Dr. Donald W. Hastings. It is
published by Little, Brown & Co. and I recommend it highly
for couples who say, "The romance has gone out of our
marriage."

If you have a question about
your car, motorcycle or
recreational vehicle, write to
Motorways, Copley News
Service, P. O. Box 190, San
Diego, Calif. 92112.

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
Noss. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send Ii to Abby, Box t.,9700. 1.os Angeles. Cal. 90069.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

WSM-TV

Channel 4

Channel 5

TUESDAY

6
7
8
9
10
11

DEAR MOM: Because she's sad, too. She's lonely, bored,
friendless and ashamed of her unexciting life. It's not as
serious as you think. She's also immature. The "wild"
forbidden drug scene seems glamorous to her, and while
she's smart enough to stay straight, she'd like her friend to
think she's "in" with the wild crowd.

5
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TOUGH CUSTOMER—From Ford Motor Co.'s recreational vehicle lineup for 1971 comes this Baja
Bronco, featuring heavy-duty equipment, wide wheels and tires, V-8 engine and roll bar. This goanywhere brute will be available through selected Ford dealers.

WSIX-TV
Channel 8

WLAC-TV
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DEAR ABBY: Just before Christmas I lost my mother
who had suffered for years with a terminal illness. Shortly
after mother died, my father passed away. These last few
months have been unbearably depressing for me. But the
most difficult thing I had to endure was the cruelty of
relatives and friends who regaled me with personal questions
concerning my "plans," the size of the estate my parents
left, and inquiries such as, "Have you put the house on the
market yet?" And, "I don't mean to be nosy, but that
summer place is worth a lot of money, Isn't it?". - -Abby, I never would ask a bereaved person a question
'that might upset him Why can't my relativ.
,
s and friends
extend the same consideration to me?
NEW CASTLE

I

4;:sc...
41.
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DEAR NEW: Because they are neither as considerate
nor as intelligent as you.
DEAR ABBY: I used to have a beard, too, but I don't
have one anymore. I was wearing a beard when I met Joyce.
We really dug each other. She didn't say she disliked my
beard, but she kept telling me how great she thought I'd look
without it. I didn't take the hint.
After Joyce lost her chewing gum in my beard a few
DON
times, I decided to shave it off. Sincerely yours,

As

Highly modified Broncos
have won many bone-bruising
events, including the torturous
Baja 500 and Baja 1000.
The basis for the Baja version is the Sport Bronco Wagon
which includes such standard
features as pleated vinyl ENTRATTER DEAD — Jack
bucket seats, bright trim and Entratter, 57, veteran hodeluxe Interior.
tel man who booked the
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, bounces three feet into the air.
By the time it emerges from first superstars on the Las
Calif. — It may seem like a It's like riding a roller coaster
Stroppe's shop it doesn't look Vegas "Strip," is dead of
"Instead of the owner having
strange place to announce the
same tame
a cerebra hemorrhage.
latest in off-road performance to locate, purchase and install .much like the
looking Bronco that went in.
vehicles, here in .the tranquil these items,. or order them
Stroppe slips in a 302-cubic-inch
setting of rolling Southern special,Ford can now offer the
The Osmond Brothers, a
V-8 engine, special red, white
wrapped
up
in
package
whole
California. hills where the
standard singing giiest-star act
and blue paint and a flat black on
swallows return each March on one bundle." Stroppe wheels
television's variety shows
the Bronco around and slides
their way south.
hood), roll bar.„ wide wheels, _for several years. will. star .in
the
hill.
.
back
down
A racetrack or an obstacle
off-road tires, double shock their unit yideo special .\lareh
This new version of the • absorbers front and rear, 213 for CBS. Tbr five brother!,
course Would seem more appopular Bronco is being
propriate.
rubberized steering wheel, have help from George Burns.
But shattering the afternoon prepared. by Stroppe at his flared fiber glass fender skirts, Tina Cole of "VI). Threw Sow:"
Calm was Bill Strow, Mr. Off- Long Beach, Calif., shop. It will
a heavy-duty trailer_ hitch and 41artskr_itw.n., singing
Road hiritietrticitvermg around be- stikt throusb selected Ford - of course,'a StiopfieliatiiPlate:
prograiu.
a snaking dirt road in the latest dealers on the West Coast at
* * *
Stroppe is also offering an
off-road creation, from, Ford first and later this year
optional automatic transThe British-made video xerthroughout the Midwest and
Motor Co., the "Baja Bronco."
of Charles • I
mission. and high n'erformance sion
-What Ford has done here," East.
version of the 302 engin*. Other -David Copperfiele is dm it
The Bronco is a sturdy
he shouts above the roar of the
options include air conNBC repeal April 21. The
vehicle to begin with. And due
engine as he maneuvers over a
ditioning, carpeting. mag-style first airing was last \larch.
to the efforts of fellows like
wheels awl competition seat
deeply rutted section, "is to
Jack Gayer
Stroppe, Parnelli Jones and
belts.
combine the features that most
Conniff,
the
Ray
leader
band
"The Baja Bronco is a
enthusiasts want in
Peru follows Brazil and Arcompetitive side of this compromise, of course," says
their Vehicle."
gentina in size in South AmeriStroppe."It has to be. lit were
large
The four-wheel-drive Bronco
powerful little bundle has come offered as an all-out off-road ca but still is twice as
6
hits the crest of the hill and
to-the fore
machine, it would be totally as France_

Ford boosting
'Baja Bronco'
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KILLS THE GERMS THAT CAUSE BAD BREATH
Lasts for hours!

14-oz. Size

REGULAR '1.29 Value
SAV-RITE'S PRICE

Store Hours

9 to 9 Mon. —Sat.
12:30 to 6:00

Regular '1.49 Value

IDVING
CARE

Quality

fair Color Lotion

IN SHADE.
SELECTOR
PACKAGES!

Nylon

Makes Choosing
Easier.... Truer

• • •169
ilien°

10 BLADES

Hose
REGULAR
:
3
1/
PAIR

All Colors

FOR

6

Say-Rites9
Low Price

VALUE

COMPARE & SAVE!!

Many
Colors!

8 BLADES

Regular '2.00 Value

QUALITY

PANTY
HOSE

1.19 Value

C 4#45terremramrirraTerr
Regular '1.89 Value
SUAVE HAIR
SPRAY
Give Your Hair A
Suave Spray
DELUXE
OUR PRICE
HOME
NrcmpahaM
PERM.
Gentle,
Super and
Regular

Suave
HAIR SPRA1

Cans

99c
Can 99' Value

One Fever Thermometer
• REGULAR

Large
Selection
Pair

9

LILT

Loving Care
HAIR COLOR
LOTION

SPECIAL
HOME
PERM.

with each family's prescription!

11.29

Why Pay More?

VALUE

Through Sunday, March 21!
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New Concord
Pupils Named
1 o Honor Roll

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceairic and Atmospheric Adminishatitta
National Weather Service

Pauper ruling frees
3 Kentucky prisoners

Allen, principal of New
MANCHESTER (U P I):
d Elementary School has Clay Circuit Court Judge
M. Bishop released
Clay
the names of students
the honor roll for the last three Clay County Jail pris-eks period. It is as follows:
Hospital Report
Grade
Melissa
Wagoner.
•
'.ley, , Jo Anne Green, March 101 1971.
,ta Brandon, and Lesley ADULTS 100
Nursery
3
I
goon.
!:rth Grade
..th McCuiston, and Linda
McCuiston
•h Grade
Stanley, Mitzi Redick,
cia McCuiston. Laura
!!tt, Lenna Kay Duke,
;cia Cunningham, and John

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

DISMISSALS
Miss Joyce Syers, Box 192 Woods
Hall MSU, Murray, Mrs. Sandra
Grady and Baby Boy, 302 College
Cts., Murray, Jrs. Mary Hornbuckle, 213 Spruce St.. Murray,
Mrs. Iva Knight, 213 S. 11 th,
•.,1 sista Wane
1
,e Gibson, Steve McCuiston Murray, Mrs. Carolyn Rey. Box
98, Hazel, Mrs. Clara O'Brien, Rt.
McCuiston, Sharon
inney, Sonia Hendon, Cindy 1, Benton, Mrs. Betty Coleman,
.ams, and Roger Stub- Rt 2 Box 13, Murray, Mrs. Billie
Barrow, Rt 5. Murray, Jack
Dunigan, 1015 College Cl.,
venth Grade
a Avery, Rida Hicks, Randy, Murray. Francis X Shea. Rt 6,
!don, Judy Kimbro, an& Murray, (Marline Stone, Rt 11
Sedalia, Mrs. Allie Harrell
,y Pittrnan
(Expired), Kirksey. Mrs Anna
. th Grade
B Gibson i From Font Div.).
Webb and Kenny Hargrove.

oners under Wednesday's
U. S. Supreme Court ruling
that persons too poor to
pay court fines cannot be
Jailed.
Judge Bishop said he
would enter the judgments
next Wednesday, but ordered them released shortly
before noon Saturday.
The case was the first
test of the high court decision in Kentucky.
"It seemed the only thing
to do under the new Supreme Court decision," the
judge said. He also said he
wants to see a copy of the
regional Supreme Court
decision before taking
final action.
Released were Arthur
Fisher, 42; Ruv,h B. Smith,
21, and -Jim Harris. 23. all
of the Manchester area,
convicted of drunkeness or
driving while intoxicated.
All claimed they were paupers an termed their confinement unconstitutional.

I h., moo, tan unit of Brazil

I.

ths snil,iro "

Youcan't
live on love
forever.
0.

Okay, you're young. You've got all
the love in the,yvorld and you're' doing
your best to live on it. Retirement?
That's for when you're old, right?
It's for when 'you're old if you can
afford it:
The kind of retirement you're after
the typical rocking-away-onthe-front-porch variety'. You 'voila-.
Hy picture yourself taking extended
vacatioils, pursuing hobbies, or buying that forty acres and living off the
land. Pipe dreams? Not if you prepare now.
There's au easy, painless way. to
make your retirement dreams-a reality. Join the Payroll Savings Plan
where you work.That way,an amount
you specify will be set asiae from each
paycheck and used to buy U.S. Savings Bonds. It's an easy way to save.

And now there's a bonus interest
rate on all-U.S. Savings Borias----for
F. Bonds, 51A'; when held to maturity of 5 years, 10 months (4's;, the
first year). That extra IA';, parable
as a bemtis at maturity,.applies to all
Bonds issued since June I, 1970 ...
with a comparable improvement for
all older Bonds.
Now is the time to start saving.
Money's a nice thing to have while
you're living on love forever.

6.I- an
Ir"t, •nolrn. rr• .19rn,cd.
Ire r.l.lacc diem %%Ann ncr.1.1, thet can be
ca.lscd ar ,,r,r bank. Taa rna, Ire ,lairrred •
1,nnl rrAcmprnm Ani alna, rtnnryni.r.
are I./Wild na,

Take stock in America.
Now Bonds pay a bonus at maturity.

,
0
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Men

By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS of the group itself, these peoNER ORK (UPI)_ Corn- ple can hel) get the job clone
piunity groups organized to right. Or, Yacker said, a grot.p
obtain better housing for low can bring in an outside deand moderate income families velopment team consisting of
must decide whether they are investors whq will carry out
in business primarily to con- the assignment.
"There is nothing improper
duct a democratic forum, or to
about bringing in an outside
get things done.
"When it comes to housing, group that has the organizayou can't have it both way's." tion, capital, and other resoursays Julius Y. Yacker, a ces needed for the job," he
housing authority who has said.
"One thing is certain,- he
worked with many such
groups. Many well-meaning concluded. "Democracy is fine
organizations founder for just in discussing policy and making
plans, but once the goals have
this reason, Yacker said.
"Housing is no place for been set, you need a strong
amateur methods, trial-and- hand to see things through.
error techniques, or decision Endless bickering and voteby majority vote," he warned. taking to preserve the idea)s of
"The need for skills is intense; participatory democracy spell
the competition for funds is disaster."
vigorous, and the penalties for
shaJ111.
hesitation or equivocation costWOMEN LIBBED—Two women who answered a newspaper ad for construction
Contributions off
work are on the job for the Insana Construction Co. near Cleveland. Mrs. JoseAn attorney specializing in
NEW YORK (UPI) —United
phine Denk, 37, is pitching bricks and Mrs. Verna Miller, 48, grandmother of four,
FHA housing, Yacker is presi- Methodist women
contribuis manhandling!33-inch sewer pipes. Sidney Simon, the firm's secretary, took this
dent of SPA/REDCO, Chicago- tions to missions and related
stand on women's lib: "They got big mouths. So I figure, put up or shut up."
based housing and develop- organizations in 1970 totaled
ment consultants.
$13,055,937, a decrease of
His advice: "Once a com- $710,303, or 5.16
Canal, Drydens Creek, Rockper cent
munity group has been formed from 1969,
reports Florence
castle, Devils Elbow, Calhoun
to promote housing, it should I,ittle, treasurer of
the
Hill and New Providence.
entrust- the task to a responsi- Women's' Division,
United
NEW YORK (UPI) ---Con•
There are 47 public use areas
ble committee with full author- Methodist Board of Missions.
planned for eventual develoment serving fuel at your house may
ity to act in the best interests
The division, comprised of
at the 118-mile-long project and be S simple matter of lowering
of the group — without need to the Women's Society of
Christ40 of these are at least partially your thermostat setting before
confer continuously with the ian Service and Alsleyan
Serdeveloped. Presently, there are you retire.
group as a whole.
vice Guila, is the national poliStudies by Honeywell Inc.,
350 picnic tables and more than
"The committee, in turn, cy-making body for about
Bid invitations have been made 2,600 parking spaces available for maker of home heating conshould be headed by a strong million United Methodist 1.6
woleader, chosen -far his dedica- men in 36,500 local Women's by the Nashville District, Corps project visitors. Last year more trols, indicate that annual
tion to the goals of the group Societies and Guilds in the of Engineers, for more than than 2.5 million visitors came to heating bills can be reduced
approximately 10 per cent.if
75,000 gallons of emulsified Barkely.
and his ability to get things United States.
you remember to set the therasphalt.
done. And he, in turn, should
Work at the recreational sites mostat down 10 degrees when
Col. John C. Bell, district
not be afraid to call in experts
engineer, said the material is for is part of a counting program by you go to bed.
to get the job done right.
Vienna regains •
And it doesul help to lower
paving operations at eight public the Corps to expand and improve
`The idea of a business-like
Talmudic status
it more than 10 degrees. Too
approach to housing, is often.
use areas at Barkley Project, facilities to meet a growing need.
NEW YORK (UPI) — Vien- Bids will be opened March 24. Such programs are in progrtks at much fuel will be. needed to get
resisted by community groups
the house comfortable in the
which come into being as pro- na has regained its position as
Specifications call for the seven Corps projects in the morning.
plc movements to aehieve the world's center for Tal- furnishing and delivery of 51,317 Cumberland River Basin.
that the Establishment has de- mudie studies, says the city's gallons of emulsified asphalt seal In addition to the recreational
VALLEY FORGE, Pa
Press and Information Service. to all eight areas on a designated opportunities, Barkley provides (UPI)
nied them.
—January income of the
In
addition
to Akiba Eisen- schedule; and 23,708 gallons of benefits to the public in the form American Baptist
"Many of these groups feel
Mission Budthey are automatically entitled berg, chief rabbi of Vienna. prime asphalt to six of the areas. of
navigational
aids, get in January was the highest
to goveinment housing funds other sages include such
hydroelectric
production,
power
for that month in. 10 years,
Deliveries will be between the
and, should these funds be famous men as Rabbi Alter hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. on flood control and improve water according to Ralph R. Rott,
granted, they feel democratk, Meir Steiner, director of the weekdays, except holidays, at quality.
executive director, Division of
participation by all of the peot •Agsidat lsrral school and Rabbi various times between May and
World Mission Support. Re1
pie will evolve the necessaryl Haim Greebfield, leader of
ceipts were $1,080,475, comOct.
31.
Legend says Korea was pared with $1,015, 411 in Janhousing plans and see it Agudat Isms! 17 iii the AusSites scheduled for the work founded
through to completion.
trian capital.
by Tangun in 2333 uary, 1970, an increase of 6.4
are Buzzard Rock, Grand Rivers, B.C.
"Unfortunately. it *do
per cent.
%works."
.;.•
ilx4
• t

Corps Seeks
Asphalt Bids
At Barkley

INExasapie

Fueltsh fueling

2040 Stripped.

He cited the ease of on
community group formed 1,,
bid on urban renewal land in a

Midwestern city recently.. Thi
plan had great popular supp3
ut the bid was granted a
vate developer wtfOse plank
were economically more
sound', Yacker said.
"EveryIMP in the group hat
a say in the plan. and it certainly was democratic, but it
couldn't stand financial scrutiny," he .said. "It was not fcasi-*
ble from a construction or
operating standpoint. If the
plan had won out. sooner or
later the community . group_
would have found itself ,i)
trouble."
In another case he described. a housing deyelopmen t
that did get started under sponsorship of a democratically-rim
community group was continually stymied by problems th#'
were aggravated by thetinie
required for decision-making.
One minor dispute between
the architect and mechanical'
contractor halted work for :10
days during which the group
took vote after vote and the
construction loan kept running
at the rate of $1.000 a day.
piling up a debt for which.the
non-profit sponsors had to'
raise additional fund,' •
Yacker stressed that coinmainity groups trusa eompetef
professionally for housing
Funds, and run the operation
professionally to keeit_ijr_
se-Inform-tit 'in target.
Churches,

'
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Men's

Community groups
can stop progress

SPRING FLOOD OUTLOOK FOR UPPER MIDWEST

'
Y liffillNEAR RECORD PROPORTIONS
'SEVERE FLOODING
:MODERATE FLOODING

TUESDAY—MARCH 16 1971

When we quote a price on our 510 2-Door,
we mean the only extras you have to pay for are
tax, license, and freight.
You don't pay extra for our all-vinyl, foam
padded bucket seats with adjustable headrests.
You don't pay extra for whitewall tires.
You don't pay extra for straight-stopping

safety front disc brakes.
You don't pay extra for fully independent
rear suspension, tinted glass, or two-speed
electric windshield wipers.
They're all standard on Datsun. Datsuns
come just one way complete. Drive a Datsun
then decide.

2040 Loaded.
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foundatUms and other gr.111111,.

nQ_Tatter how worthy their
cause, must meet strong competition and cannia
good intentions forsulistitutc..
needeif
skills, he said.
It is not neressary.
said, that a community group
have a direct and active involvement in a housing ,.dcvelonment. Many times it
set the policy guidelines andcan
I.
others follow up on the owner
ship and development.
'Corninunity groups,commented, "arc apt i, 1,.
they must have a say RI es, r,
decision, regardless of lissve
small. And they are apt to its
Kist on ownership and control
without participation let an.'"
outsiders. I:ut few group- ar.•
competent enough to go 05

alonec
La
:
k of skills can bc ero
come by bringing iii 1.1)11,111
• tants such as planners, ;in '11
timis.- engineers, and p, , ,
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510 2-Door Sedan

$2040

plus local freight, state t'les tax and license
1

DATSUN
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Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
S. 12th Street
Phone 753 7114

0111,N

"Open Evenings Until 8:00"
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Men's wear

Men's wear boon
seen in boutiques
By WALTER LOGAN
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NEW YORK (UPI)- To the
dictionary a boutique is a small
speciality shop dealing in ladies' fashionable ready-to-wear.
To the young it is where you
can buy an artfully decorated
pair of used $7 Levi's for $200.
To the men's clothing industry
it may mean salvation.
One of the high priests of
the boutique business is Bernard (Barry) Van Lenten, 29, a
curly haired Rutgers graduate
who sometimes attends cocktail parties wearing knickers
and laced up knee boots and
maybe even a fancy poncho
• dripping with suede fringe.
This is not considered remotely eccentric in the boutique business, since the current issue of Boutique Magazine shows such things as voodoo pendants, leaded *.glass
breast plates, screen printed
hot pants, Buck Rogers shirts,
a crocheted tunic for a man
($375) and a wraparound garment pieced together from
leather scraps.
Van Lenten is editor of
Boutique, a slick-paper magazine devoted entirely to the
boutique business and which
he describes asa new concept
that has no relation to trade
magazines. Trade magazines, he
says, are 10 years behind the
times whereas his publication is
"outrageous" to cope with the
outrageous boutique fashions.

tique level is motivated by impulse and not by a desire to :get
into the latest fashion," he
said. '-tThe stuff in boutiques is
youth oriented and antifashion. There are sleazy,
chopped off, patched up
threadbare bluejearis. This is
not fashion. But what they buy
has to be appealing in the eye
of the beholder.
-Old concepts of marketing
have vanished. The Billingsley
Boutique had a pair of jeans
that a girl there patched and
decorated with snakeskin,
leather, suede and cloth stripes
in what she called an animal
kingdom look. It was outrageous. The base was a $7
second hand pair of Levi's and
she sold them for $200."
Van Lenten, a native of
Paterson, NJ., moved to New
York five years ago because he
-gm tired of spending 30 hours
a week commuting. He edited
an employes' magazine at New
York Life Insurance and was
an associate editor at Men's
Wear Magazine when the boutique bug hit him last July.

KENTUCKY

Travel topics

Medical School
Costs Averaging
$4,000 Annually
The coat of attending a medical school averages well over
4,000 a year, the Health Insurance Institute said today.
According to the latest figures
available, the average amount
spent for living and education
expenses by atudents attending
medical school ta 1967-66 averaged $4,394
It cost single students an average of $3,421 and married students with no children $5,727
For those with two children or
more it was up to $6,310.
According to the data, married
students reited heavily on their
spouses' earnings which ranged
from one-fourth to one-half of
total income.
These figures are from a survey by the Bureau of Health
Manpower Education, National
Institutes of Health, in cooperation with the Association of
American Medical Colleges and
the American Association of Osteopathic Colleges
The survey also found:
• Two out of three medical
students had financial help from
their families.
• Some 23 per cent of all medical students worked during the
school year.
• About 21 per cent reported
debts for college expenses averaging $1,836. The average amount
owed ranged from $1,55; among
freshmen to nearly $4,400 for
seniors.
• One out of five students in
medical schools came from a
family whose annual income was
$25.000 or higher.

Larkin Publications, a Boston-based firm which publishes
two monthly magazines, was
responsible. It sponsored the Reliving history
first New York boutique show
NASSAU, Bahamas
last June and it was such a
success it decided to put out a (UPI) --One of the attractions
boutique magazine to comple- of this bustling Bahamas capiment its two monthly papers, tal is Fort Charlotte, comthe National Retailer and pleted in 1789. The fort, oilerlooking the harbor, captures
Northeast Apparel Retailer.
Sees salvation
"I'd sort of been joking visitor interest with its moat,
Van Lenten thinks the boutique business may be the sal- about a new boutique maga- eerie dungeons and ancient
vation of the men's tailored zine and heard about Larkin cannon that never fired an
clothing business which has not and we got together," he said. offensive shot.
'The battlements come to
,improved its sales in the past "The first issue in December
two decades - suit sair actual- created astir because it was life every night as the island's
ly' dropped sharply last year such a new concept. As I said, past is re-created through a
despite the population growth. it was outrageous to fit the sound and light drama staged.
"The tailored clothing in- outrageous boutique business." for Nassau/Paradise Island
vacationers.
dustry is not dying," he said.
"It is just feeling the effects of
obsolescence. As a market it is
not fulfilling the needs of the
public in price, construction,
comfort and looks. When a certain combination of thigs happen, tailored clothing will experience a new birth.
"There is something wrong.
irliftet'a soil as ifintriowii.or'.
begin with, a tailored suit is
Your Happy Shopping Store
% one of the most expensive
4111,
fp items in an 'economy that -is
feeling the pinch of dollars. g
suit as a concept is not wrong,
of just the expression.
"Look what a new concept
"will do- a line of unconestructed suits by Ralph Lauren
as sold out practically overnight
ei at a New York department
"f. store at $135 each."
And, he said, if .clothing
manufacturers change their
concepts by adapting ideas
s• from the boutiques, sales will
climb. Some have already
started to copy or adap0ou. tique concepts.
Van Lenten says the ad#,
s vancement of the boutique
means "the fashion business as
. we know it has become, meaningless."
One Group
"The purchase at the bou:i

Approach of Spring
spurs fight on litter
of nature, "organising clean-up
By MUKRAY J. BROWN
drives, distributing litter bags,
UPI Travel Editor
and
exerting subtle but powcounty
National, state and
erful psychological pressures
parklands may still be covered on would-be litterers."
with snow but concerned Am"Youth groups work closely
ericans already are. AMpping with park rangers, state and
plans for all-out wit'
county highway departments
litter bugs among the h es of and a wide variety of adult
tourists, vacationists and organizations from junior
weekend picnickers who will chambers of commerce to garstart swarming into these den clubs," Seed said.
scenic areas come spring.
Concerted attack
Judging from what has hapThis year, Seed said a coninthis
years,
recent
in
pened
certed attack on litter will be
vasion of the Great Outdoors organized on a nationwide
produce
a
can be expected to
scale by the Boy Scouts of
bumper crop of litter.
America. A massive clean-up
"Picking up after litter bugs campaign is planned in conat public recreation areas has nection with the observance of
become a massive chore," said -Scouting-Keep-America-BeauAllen H. Seed, Jr., executive tiful Day' on June 5.
vice president of Keep America
Outdoor beautification efBeautiful Inc., the non-profit forts are also getting a big assist
organization which has been from water sports- enthusiasts.
leading a nationwide anti-litter In Michigan, Girl Scout canoe
drive for years.
patrols and young men scuba
"And the price comes high. divers remove trash from
recreLast year the removal of litter ational
from public places, including Detroit waterways each spring.
Girl Scouts helped
beaches and parks, cost Amerskindivers with professional enican taxeayers more than $500 gineers to break up 47 littermillion.'
induced logjams on the Clinton
A spokesman for the De- River, opening a 25-mile
partment of Interior, which stretch for the largest canoe
supervises the national parks, race ever held in the state.
noted that the National Park
In West Virginia, 4-H clubs
system contains over 6,756 and the Future Farmers of
miles of primary roads, 9,351 America cooperate with other
miles of trails and hundreds of youth groups and adult organimiles of shoreline, all of which, zations in state-wide conservahe said, are "most attractive to tion programs.
the ubiquitous American litter
Uniformed attendants in
bug"
one of the nation's most heavThe increasing popularity of "ily-visited parks use psychology
camping, hiking and other out- on litterbugs, When an attenddoor recreation would seem to ant catches someopt,in the act.
suggest a litter problem of ter- he jpicks up-the discarded trash
rifying dimensions, but Seed and hands it to the litter&
said anti-litter forces are while poihtint to the nearest
girding for the battle on lasuL titter -basket.- Tire- incident-im
and water.
evitabl) makes a profound imHe said millions of young pression on onlookers, the at-.
Americans have joined the tendants said.
campaign against the despoilers
In parks where permits are

dr N

* * *

Potatoes are an excellent
food buy. USDA's Consumer
Marketing Service says
they provide some Vitamin C,
iron, other minerals, and
starch.

FEATHERING HER NEST-"Bottoms up," says Linda Coulter - Brown as she toasts
the opening of her new pub, The Railway Bird'i Nest, in London. Her six barmaids are wearing hot pants.
(Cahlephoto)

atr,a ss
•,..

A

Use Your Belk Charge Account
or Lay Away

re:

required, campers and picnickers who leave a massy accumulation of trash can be
expected to be notified by mail
that authorities are aware of
their failure to clean-up. Such
individuals may find it a little
more difficult obtaining
another permit.
"Visitors must be motivated
not to litter," Seed said. "They
must be shown how litter
spoils their enjoyment of the
park and recreational facilities.
A regular schedule of clean-up
projects can help provide the
motivation. Watching a group
of volunteers pick up discarded
trash is usually enough to make
almost anybody ashamed to
litter."
As one experienced park
* * *
superintendent said: "If the,
don't see litter, people won t
Next to beef, pork is the
litter."
most popular meat to come to
.Don't you be a litterbug - the American table. We eat
help Keep America Beautiful. about 6.1 pounds of it a year.

Itlf

Open Friday Night
Iii 8:00
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Photographic attraction
• NEW YORK (UPI)- Travelers to New York City now
can take pictures of the Statue
of Liberty from the comfort of
midtown Manhattan.
A new feature at the Kodak
Gallery and Photo Information
Center at the Eastman (;aller) is an eight foot wide and
nine foot high photo mural of
the stat ie as seen from the
deck of di • Liberty Island
'sizors may take
ferry boa.
pictures oi they Limil;es si
ing in front -of tvc• nu vi I,
ing on a replica of the t .ry rail
and gazing at the statue.

Fun on wheels
B.ARABOO, Wis. (UPI)"Big wheels" abound at the
Circus World Museum here but
they're not executives. They're
the 340 metal wheels that
belong to the world's largest
collection of circus parade
warns and baggage wagons.
The vans, painstakingly
restored, repaired and
repainted, are valued at $1.5
million. To keep them rolling,
the museum has restored a
60-year-old baggage wagon
once used as a 'blacksmith
shop. Portable welding equipment used to make repairs and
restore worn surfaces was
donated by Chemetron Corporation, Chicago.

c5

Final Cleanup of Winter and Early Spring Merchandise!! Large Selection of
Unadvertised Items Throughout the Entire Store.
Sale Starts Wednesdaye.March 17th for 4 Big Days!!

Mailman's
not talking
Strike is settled
but feud lingers
SHEPTON MALLET,
ENGLAND (LTD: The seven-week British postal
strike ended today. but the
silence that has existed between postman Mansell
Stride and his daughter.
Jeanette, 18, continues.
Jeanette eXpects to married
ried soon and her father
intends to boycott the wedding.
Stride has not spoken to
Jeanette since she decided
to work as a Postoffice telephone operator during the
strike. "I am a man of principle. She broke the union
rules and that is it as far as
I am concerned." said the
42-year-old former secretary of the local Postoffice
union branch
Stride, who picketed
Jeanette's telephone exchange during the strike,
says he sees "no reason for
breaking his silence now
that we are going back to
work "

wwww116

‘isitors to South Korea
SE01 I. ((1'1) - South Ko
ma hail 116.099 fonimi visit,irs. including 53. )20
American,
iliiring
I ti .
topped do. 6,1 %ill% 111.117.
followed In ,lapaticee Si it ii
total of 73.567
17.071.
Son t Ii .Kl,reabil. Si cut allft;.111
rai.
dining

HENS
DRESS
SHIRTS
Assorted Colors and Styles

Values to
'5.130

SPECIAL!

$9
An
L.•
VW

One Group Famous Brand

HENS
CASUAL PANTS
Values to
'18.00

SPECIAL!

HENS

SUITS &
SAS
PORTCOT
Assorted Styles and Colors

80

•

Values to '55.00 SPECIAL!19
$
•
HENS

SUITS
Assorted Styles and Colors
Values to
160.00

SPECIAL! $29.80
MENS
ALL-WEAT HER

BATH TOWEL

Reg. '2.30

HAND TOWEL

Reg. '1.30

WASH CLOTH

Reg. 59'
One Group
LADIES

CASUAL SHOES

PANTIES
100% Acetate

Values to
120.00

/
3 OFF
SPECIAL! 1

One Group Famous Brand
LADIES

SHOES
Values to
'16.00

/
2 PRICE
SPECIAL! 1

SPECIAL! $22.00
One Group
LADIES

POLYESTER KNIT
58" to 60" Wide
Values to
'6.00 yd.
SPECIAL! 3.00 yd.

BEDSPREADS
2/$1°°

Values to
112.00

It_
". •

SPECAL! $7.138

1/$100
4

SPECIAL!

SPORTSWEAR
Odds 'N Ends
Values to
114.00

'3.00

DRESSES

Assorted Styles and Colors
Values to
117.00
SPECIAL!

$A

nil

LADIES,

BOYS

PANT SUITS

SPORT COATS and
ALL-WEATHER COATS

Assorted Styles and Colors
Reg. '14.00-'15.00
-'16.00
SPECIAL!
a

$12 88

FAMOUS MAKE

Assorted Styles and Colors
Values to
SPECIAL! I/2 PRICE
'17.00
1
GIRLS

KNIT DRESSES
Assorted Styles and Colors
Values to
SPECIAL!
'35.00

$3.4.88

COATS
Values to
125.00

LADIES

One Group

HOSE
Seam less Mesh

9..77
474
97'

One Large Group
LADIES

One Group
HENS

One Group

COATS
Assorted Styles and Colors
Values to
135.00

22
I•CO

SA

TOWEL GROUP

LADIES

BOYS

COATS
WINTER
Assorted Styles and Colors
Values to
'60.00

SPECIAL!

SPECIAL! 1
/
2 PRICE

$24.88

SWEATERS
Assorted Styles and

Colors

Values to
'7.50

/
2 PRICE
SPECAL! 1
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Blades in newspapers

"NO-FAULT" INSURANCE
PLAN
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Transportation Secretary John
A. Volpe is expected this week
to lend the administration's
support to the "no-fault" auto
insurance plan -the concept
under which accident victims
are paid by their insurance
companies regardless of which
party was to blame.
Volpe was to give the Senate
Commerce Committee the findings of a two-year study on the
project. The endorsement was
expected to come in the form of
a recommendation
to the
states, since the federal government does not regulate the auto
insurance industry.

FTC trying to stop firm
from giving Sunday samples

Washington
Window

TUESDAY-MARCH 16, 1971

Breckinridge sues 4
major auto builders

The suit asks that the
FRANKFORT (UPI):
By RAYMOND LAHR
automakers recall all cars
Kentucky Attorney General
WASHINGTON (UPI) - ReJohn B. Breckinridge filed
manufactured since 1953
publican
fund-raisers are
suit Friday in U. S. District
Commission
and install antipollution deTrade
Federal
WASHINGTON (UPI):
Court here charging four
watching the Dow-Jones averavices on them
without
lawyers go to federal court Monday in an effort to
major automakers and the
ges and hoping that the bull
charge to the owner.
stop Philip Morris Inc. from inserting millions of
Automobile
mean
will
market
Manufacturers
money
newspapers.
The
Also
in
sought
the
triple damsamples of razor blades in Sunday
Association with "conspirages of the amount the
agency charges the blades have injured children and
bank for their 1972 campaign.
ing to delay the developState
of
Kentucky and its
killed a dog.
They already can show that
ment of auto air pollution
1 o c al., government have
The FTC announced the action-the first move of
off to a good start in
are
they
control
devices.
spent
for air pollution conits kind-yesterday. Gerald J. Thain, assistant directheir collections from small
trol resulting from the alThe suit against General
tor of the FTC Bureau of Consumer Protection, said
contributors.
They
will
know
leged
Motors,
Chrysler, American
conspiracy.
the Philip Morris firm inserted Personna razor
Motors, Ford, and the AutoThe suit lists the money
more about the attitude of the
blades in newspaper advertisements in at least 10
mobile
state
and local governManufacturers Assofat cats when they count the
cities last Sunday.
ciation charges conspiracy
ments have spent for air
house at their $1,000-a-plate
-We have reports of injury to children who have
from 1953 to October, 1969,
pollution control and
obtained this razor blade," Thain said. In addition,
dinner to be held in Washington
in violation of federal antihealth care services for the
he said, a doberman pinscher dog in Miami ate a
March 24.
trust laws.
damages sought.
newspaper. blade and all, and died.
As usual, the Democrats are
"All or substantially all
Apparently it was too late to stop insertion of
in
debt
but
even
they
feel
$74.-90 had come from less of the people of the state
8 more of the blades in papers in at least eight cities
TORIES
healthier than they did a year than 200 contributors whose have been harmed," the
LABOR OUTPOLLS
4 this Sunday. Thain said, but another FTC spokesman
LONDON (UPI 1-The Labor ago.
suit said, "as a result of
' said U. S. District Court in New York would be
checks exceeded $100.
Party has an 8 per cent lead It was just last summer that The Democrats are still said combination and conasked Monday to issue an injunction halting the
practice.
over the Conservative govern- candidates and campaign com- bothered by a $9.3 debt spiracy in that they must
ment of Prime Minister Ed- mittees in both parties were inherited from the 1968 cam- necessarily live in an unhealthy environment
ariw--maimaisatia
ward Heath in the latest Louis moaning that money was tight paign and continued deficit taminated by unnaturalconatfor
proved
what
to
in
Harris
today
published
be
poll
an operations in 1969.
mosphere pollutants emitEditing job
200,000-word constitution, the
expensive campaign year when Aware that the GOP sustain- ted by motor vehicles manthe Daily Express.
longest in the nation.
The poll, conducted between there was no presidential ing membership program was ufactured by the defendROUGE, La.
BATON
ants."
NEW YORK (UPI)- Rod Feb. 13 and 22, gives the Labor contest. The stock market
working, the Democrats fum(UPI)- A legislative com- Serling's video drama, "A
point slump was often cited as one bled for years trying to get one
percentage
one
Party
look
to
mittee has been set up
Storm in Summer," starring
a similar cause of money-raising trouble. going for them. It is now
into the possibility of streani- Peter Ustinov, gets a reprise on more than it had in
Only recently, the GOP was beginning to show promise.
January surve.y.
lining Lousiana's 40-year-old, NBC April 27. Good show.
worried about the outlook for Party Treasurer
Robert S.
the March 24 dinner at which it Strauss told the Democratic
hoped to gross about $1.5 National Committee last month
million and to net more than that the number of sustaining
$1.2 million.
members, who contributed $10
Now the ticket salesmen are to $15, had grown during 1970
more optimistic, although they from 10,000 to more than 50,000. NEW YORK (UPI)-With the
are hearing gripes from busi- He hoped that this membership Dow industrial average probing
mark, "techniconessmen upset by. the size of could be enlarged to a figure the 900
the Nixon administration budg- somewhere between 80,000 and numerologists and others of
WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY
limited imagination, whom preet and a planned deficit. The 100,000 by the end of 1971.
judice shields from recognizing
profits will be split between the
that the 'game' has long since
(Murray Only) Republican National Committee
RICH NON-TAXPAYERS
shifted from the blue chips to
and the Party's House and
WASHINGTON (UPI i-Rep. speculative issues, are free to
Senate campaign committees. Henry
S. Reuss,' )-Wis., says assume an attitude of relative
The National Committee al- there were 301 Americans
who unconcern," Hoppin, Watson &
ready gets much of the money made more than $200,000
during Co. says. The company says a
to cover its basic expenses 1969 but paid no income tax.
feeling of complacency is being
from a successful sustaining Reuss said he
would not be engendered by statements such
membership program, which surprised if
rm.*
the figures for 1970 as the all time high of 1966 is
Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
has been in operation for '.again show
hundreds of still a hundred points away
almost 10 years.
wealthy non-taxpayers getting "and that the bottom of the last
Cole Slaw, Rolls
In recent testimony before a off scot free" despite the
Senate subcommittee, Republi- minimum income tax provision reaction ( 8601 is still close. "In
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
short, conditions are ideal for
can National Chairman Robert of the 1969 tax reform law.
the incubation of broad-based
J. Dole reported that the
speculation enthusiasm," the
National Committee had colcompany
believes.
January
lected $1,169,822 during
La Pa., Bolivia, is tlic
12th & Sycamore
and February from contributors highest capital ''its in the
Phone 753-7101
The past week's performance
12,000 feet alit
of less than $100, mostly from
M'
has "essentially
been
an
cl
sustaining members. He said
inconclusive tug of war between
the bulls and bears," according
to E.F. Hutton & Co. The
4amo.0
0
.mmo. U4=110 41119..4U
o
ilMs. .simo imaiw ..tma.o 4mta.0
041=1.04MED.0!4M0- 4=1.04111*.c company says that stalemates
of this sort do not last long but
the company declines to predict
which direction the mrket will
take. Hutton expects it to move
-(-\„(
upward but says "some backing
r
•
AI to form a new base" may
be required.

The rain that failed
Texas ranchers fail to get
promised 5-inch downpour
ASPERMONT, TEX. (UPI): Homer Berry was
hired by 30 west Texas ranchers who needed rain
for their cattle and their crops. The ranchers told
Berry they would pay him $10,000 for five inches of
rain in 30 days.
The 30 days ended at midnight and in that time
it has rained only .65 inches in Stonewall County.
But Berry has told the ranchers he is not quitting
until he brings them rain.
"We'll go straight on through until we fill all
their cattle tanks," he said. "I'll stay."

FOUR 10 inch
Eight 6 inch sup
information
M16C

EIGHT ROOM
Bluebird box
specifications
priced.
Ph
M16NC

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
This Week Only!

15 WEANING p
to 60 lbs. Call 43

ALL DAY THURSDAY

Kestmelai fried ekieken.
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The possibility
more
of
consolidation still exists but
"the likelihood remains_ that
higher equity prices generally
will be witnessed in the months
unmediately ahead," according
to Neuwirth Management and
Research Corp. The company
believes a near term goal of
"925 and 950" on the Dow is
"realistic" and predicts the
"illusive 1,000 level is likely to
be exceeded before the end of
1971."

-

"Unless we can find a cure
for some of the underlying
weakness" such as the heavy
debt, the balance of payments
and the growing labor domination "we may have to worry
again in 1973 after the next
is over," Harris,
election
Upham & Co. says. However,
for the near term, the company
says if the present bull market
duplicates some of the smallest
o gains of past bull markets "the
Dow Jones Industrials will go
to 1010."
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Spring at LITTLETON'S
THE HAPPY YELLOW STORE
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INDELIBLE MARK
BOURNEMOUTH, England
(UM -While sitting in class
Adele Farndon's pen slipped
while she was chewing on it,
leaving a blue mark on her
right cheek.
At home, her mother could
not rub if off: So Adele triedand failed. And they both are
still trying-eight years later.
"It's very embarrassing,"
Adele, now 14 said Sunday,
"Especially when bois,come up
to me and say I have a dirty
mark on my face." She says
they have tried everything,
from soap and water to dry
cleaning spot remover.
She plans to see a skin
specialist.

WANT la%
WORK WONDERS
ORLDWIDE
a. 11111PRIP

WE ARE offei
tracts and till(
Seaford's Lav
Hardis, Kentuck

KELVINATOR
REFRIGERA1
dition. C,oppert
8816
NH6C

Wall Street
Chatter

Value
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1965 GREEN
,cellent white is
Honda C B 161
excellent condi
4427.
M19C

I

99 Reg.
Box 9
_.,.25

:
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mower, like ne
753-7509
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GARDEN TRAI
and cultivator-

BIG JACK TV E
Phone 753-8109.

GUY LOVINS
Announces as Candidate
for Re-Election as

State Representative
from the

5th
District
Fellow Citizens of Calloway and

404 INTERNA
with 3 point hitc
row front end
435-4535.

COUCH, CHAII
pairs curtains,
stereo tapes. Ph
6661.

CHAROLIAS
registered and
Hector 2nd..
France. Also so'
same bull. See'
3 miles east ol
Hwy. 408.

10X50 MOBIL]
new in 1967. E
with gas heat
furnished. Pho

CUB TRACT(
and cultivator
job. Phone Clir
5:00 p.m.M2OP
REDUCE SA
GoBese tablet:
pills" Holland

Trigg Counties:
Two years ago in seeking
my first elective
office I asked you to let me
serve as your State
Representative. You granted me that
privilege
under the following provisions;
I. I would not
vote for any new or additional
taxes, 2, I would
not vote myself or my
colleagues a salary increase; 71, !Would represent all
the people rather
than a special group. 4, 1
would be a full time
representative, not just a part time.
My record
relative to that agreement as
well as to other
legislative actions is open for
your investigation.
I do not mean to imply that
my tenure as your
representative has been flawless. It
was my duty
and responsibility to vote
on 747 bills and 128
resolutions. It is humanly
impossible to vote on
that many issues without
making an error. 1
votet for' some bills that
MUST BE repealed.
As representative during the
spetial session of
the 'General Assembly, I knew
that neither the
people of Calloway -nor Trigg
County wanted
their county split. Determination,
-cooperation,
and close rapport with my
fellow legislators
prevented this from happening. The
fifth district
emerged intact with the largest
population of
any district in the entire state.
My sincere thanks for the
many telegrams,
letters. 'telephone calls,
prayers and for your
deep concern.
It will be impossible for
me to see each of you
personally. Consider this
announcement as a
means of soliciting your
vote.
Remember me when you
breathe a prayer.

THE PROVE:
Blue Lustre is
Restores forg(
electric sham
Auto, "Home
Well ."M I7C
NO REGRET,
cli
Lustre
beautifully.
shampooer MI
TRAVEL TI
deluxe, self cc
7117 days, aft
3425, ask for 1

FOURTEEN
Travel boat is
753-6030 after
ANTIQUE OH
table with fou
753,3106
CHEST OF d
(Loon $15.00-1
SEARS
$200.00., 9x12
rtiya $35.00.
COLOR TEI,
Real nice cabi
TV & Applian
Street. Plenty
rear of store
FOI

GUY LOVINS
Candidate for Re-election as
5th District-Democratic P

e Representative
-May 25th, 1971

TRAII
Nice
mod(
bloc
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was
rain
told
is of
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Lime

.ting
all

WE ARE offering our Gilson r
t-'0N1E,S,and grade stock.
tractors and tillers at sale prices. Phone 3465697.
Ml8P
Seaford's Lawn & Garden,
ONE BLUEPOINT male Siamese
Hardiii, Kentucky, 4374412.
March24NC kitten. Cheap. Phone 753M18C
7664.
WHF,ELHORSE TRACTOR
mower, like new, 8 h.p. Phone 1969-650 cc Triumph TR6. ExM25C cellent condition. Phone 753-9835,
753-7509
M18F
after 6:00 p.m.
1965 GREEN Corvair with excellent white interior. Also 1969 CLEAN YOUR rugs with
Honda C B 160 motorcycle, in TREWAX Rug shampooer and
excellent condition. Phone 767- save money. Purdom's Inc. M1K
4427.
M19C
34 HP SUBMERGIBLE pump.
TEM
Used. Phone 436-2289.
KELVINATOR
REFRIGERATOR. Good condition. Coppertone. Phone 753MAGNIVOX TELEVISION, 5
8816
fruitwood
tables; coffee, step,
Mi6C
round and two end tables. BuffetFOUR 10 inch super Bee hives. Fruitwood, lamps, French
Eight 6 inch super Bee hives. For Provencial lounge chair; couch
753-6495. and chair. Refrigerator, G.E.,
information
call
good condition. Table and chairs,
M16C
twin bed, metal frame, full
EIGHT ROOM Marlin house, mattress and springs, Singer
Bluebird box built to exact sewing machine, and lawn
M22
specifications.) Reasonably chairs. Phone 753-8918.
753-1712.
priced.
Phone
M16NC
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT

NOTICE

NOTICE

/

SHOES
by BOSTONIAN

v 2-Tone v Buckle
v Boots v Sandals
and Many More Styles
to Choose From

SUMMER SHIRTS
Stripes - Solid - Plaids Gants - Sero - Shapley
Double Knit - Permanent Press

* TIES *
LARGEST SELECTION IN MURRAY

*PANTS*

NEW SHIPMENT
One Group - Double Knits • Stripes - Solids
One Group Wash 'N Wear Stripes - Solids
- ALL FLAIR -

*SUITS*

Solids - Stripes
Dacron - Double Knits - Wools -

*SPORT COATS4-

FOR RENT

FOR ALL.your home alterations
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
old. Free estimates. Call 7536123
March 29NC

TWO BEDROOM duplex, $75.
a month. $50.00 deposit. Couple
preferred. No pets. See at 1601
College Farm Road or call 1-313
842-2162.
RAILROAD WELDING and
M23N
wrought iron shop. East Maple
Street, across from Murray BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Lumber Co., owned by Dan
Hutson, operated by Bondi.
BUSINESS
Phone 753-1933.
APRIL7(
OPPORTUNITY

FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,7533045
March 31C
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
girls, located 1612 Main. Phone
753-3106.
M18C

Man or Woman
Reliable person from this area to
from
service
and
collect
automatic dispensers. No ex
perience needed
We establish
accounts for you. Car, references,
and S995 to 51885 cash capital
necessary. 4 to 12 hours weekly
nets excellent monthly income.
Full time more. For local in
terview, write:
(Include telephone number

EAGLE
INDUSTRIES
3938 Meadowbrook Road
St Louis Park, Minn. 55426

WANT TO mow lawns. Good
AUTOS FOR SALE
service. Contracts for summer.
1965 DOLxiE 440, four door, V8,
Phone 753-948,3.
M17C factory air, power brakes and
steering, new battery, brakes,
carburetor and tires. Phone 753FIVE ROOM rock house, full 1499 or 753-3080.
M16C
upstairs, large utility room and
garage. Lots of .closet space. 1968 VOLKSWAGEN, sedan.
Available April 15. Phone 753-8243 Serviced regularly. First $100.00
after 4:30 p.m.M17C
over $1160.00 wholesale price
buys it. Phone 753-6786 after 5:00
SLEEPING RWNLjurnished, p.m.M17P
modern, private entrance, airconditioned, refrigerator, in- 1966 RED MUSTANG G
T. Four
dividual electric heat, washers, speed', wide oval tires,
clean, one
dryers. 'Zimmerman Apart- owner car. Phone
753-3456 days,
ments, South 16th Street. Phone or 753-5402 after 5:00
p.m.M16C
753-6609.M17C

MINNEAPOLIS (UPI)Churchmen at every level must
be aroused to action on the
behalf of the poor people of
America, says a Lutheran attorney.
Otherwise, William Ellis, of
New York, president of the
Lutheran Human Relations
Society, told a meeting of
church officials, the result will
be chaos. Ellis said the econo601 S. 4th Street
mic and human resources of
America's churches,"which are
enormous," must be used in
the services of "those who have
WANTED TO RENT
no power and therefore know
WANT TO RENT: Young no justice." •
married couple seeks reasonable
house to rent in country. Phone
Colorado has more than
753-2335.
M22C
1,000 peaks two miles high.
** *

KEN-TEN

BLDG. SUPPLY
Murray's
Paneling
Center

1.1
A big male hippo weighs
about 4 tons.

a

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Sink in middle
4
9 ScI
DIZtrruct
Respite
12
3 B
,e
r,l .r
Spanish

14
for
-BI-SWINGSolids - Stripes
15 WEANING pigs, will weigh 40 EXTRA SPECIAL-This large
15 Criticize
M16C house located near M.S.U. has
to 60 lbs. Call 435-4725.
Wool - Dacron - Double Knits
adversely
every feature you could want in a
Map
Sewell
Bennets
Warren
Deansgate
Clubman
private
entrance
has
a
house.
It
GARDEN TRACTOR, plow, disc,
117
9 Nobleman
20 Man's name
and cultivator-753-3987. M16C for the upstairs which would
21 Man's name
make great income property.
23 Classified
BIG JACK TV antenna and rotor. Has book-shelves, lots of storage,
27 Winglike
M16C carpeting, four bedrooms,
Phone 753-8109.
3b
29 Girl'sname
adici.
central heat, two fire-places, all
French
31 Sesame
- LARGE SELECTION 404 INTERNATIONAL tractor built-ins in kitchen, and extra
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
32 Secretary
pefe
of
NOTICE
with 3 point hitch. H Farmall two large shady lot. It's priced to sell.
nse
apartment, available April 1st.
row front end cultivator. Phone MODERATELY PRICED is this
34 Bright star
Carpeted, tile bath. One block off
35 Printer's
435-4535.
M16P three bedroom brick house. Has
campus.811 North 16th.
M18C WANT TO contact party who sold
measure
large
living
utility
room,
carport,
Sorrell and White horse with blue 36 Warning device
COUCH, CHAIR, bathinette, two room and dining area, lots of
37 Ornamental
eye
at
Auction
in
February.
Call
1-TWO BEDROOM duplex at
knobs
pairs curtains, snow tire, 8 track cabinets, carpeting and outside
SUITS - SWEATERS - PANTS
Stella. air-conditioned. 1-two Collect 1-901--642-0710, Jerry
Recall
is
priced
less
storage.
This
one
stereo tapes. Phone 753King.
M22C
4
392
Toward shelter
bedroom apartment at ColdSPORT COATS 6661.
M19C than $20,000.
43
The
sweetsop
water, $45.00 per month. Water
BRAND NEW-This one is neat in
44 Son of Adam
and trash pick-up furnished. BIDS WILL be received until 46 Mephistopheles
CHAROLIAS BULL. Purebred, every way. Has seperate den,
M18C March 24 in the office of 48 Ascending
Phone 469-2595.
registered and sired by M.G.M. three bedrooms, one is extra
Memorial Baptist Church for
Beverage
Hector 2nd., imported from large, two baths, kitchen with all
Be Prepared!! TWO BEDROOM duplex, all house located at 107 North 10th 51
52 Mtempts
France. Also some young bulls by built-ins, good sized living room,
54
of time
paneled, hardwood floors, air- Street. House must be removed 55 Period
Dance step
same bull. See W. T. McDermott, carpeting, lots of closets.
Come by and choose now from our large selection conditioner, water furnished. from present property. For 56
Famed lockey
3 miles east of Benton, Ky. on ONLY $13,500 will buy this 44
Private driveway Phone 489-2595 additional information contact 57 Posed for
Hwy. 408.
M16P acre farm. Has good fences,
portrait
Mason
Billington,
753-1769.
M18C
M16C
stock barn, new crib. Also has
DOWN
three
bedroom
frame
house.
It's
10X50 MOBILE HOME, bought
I.ARGE EFFICIENCY apart- ELECTROLUX
1 Dry, as wine
SALES
&
Sernew in 1967. Excellent condition really worth the money.
linent, large closets; electric heat vice, Box 213,
2 Exist
Murray, Ky. C. M. 3
with gas heat and completely NEAT IS THE best way to
Army officer
Across
from
MSU
Library
Phone
753-3242
land air-conditioned. Private Sanders, phone
5
4
describe
this
two
bedroom
brick
Urge on
753-8251.M17C
382-2468,
Far.
furnished. Phone
Couple. White
entrance,
for
ideal
Girl's name
•\
1
‘10636901Cli
across
road
from
mington,
located
Kentucky.
Aprill2(
6
Regret
House Apartments, 1606 West
CUB TRACTOR, mower, plow elementary school, Price has
Alain.M17NC
been
reduced
$1,000
for
quick
paint
disc.
New
and 'cultivator;
NOTICE
HELP WANTED
job. Phone Clinton, 653-6201 after sale.
aV7444)4/ CAN I P355i601 LOOli
411M A
100 ACRES OF good land. Has YOUNG MAN for general kitchen
5:00. p.m.M2OP
HiA IN Ti-i€ EYE AND TELL Hi,vi
LETTER ..14RITE
stock barn and tobacco barn plus work. High school and military
MAT I DON'T LIKE HIM A5 MUCH
HIM
A
"DEAR
REDUCE SAFE & fast with older house.
A5 HE LIKES ME ?
obligations completed. If you are
CHUCK LETTER
GoBese tablets & E-Vap •'water
neat, efficient and willing to
pills" Holland Drug Store.MI4C FOUR BEDROOM HOUSES. We work, this is a good opportunity.
have 4 located in different areas Some experience preferred.
THE PROVEN carpet cleaner of Murray, all have 2 baths, one Apply
Colonial
House
Blue Lustre is easy on the budget. has 3, all have double carports or Smorgasbord.
M20C
Restores forgotten colors. Rent garages, all have central heat
air-conditioning,
all
have
and
Western
$1.
electric shampooer
SECRETARY.
Auto, "Home of The Wishing carpet, built-in kitchens, and WANTED:
I Nancy
many other outstanding features. Position open immediately.
Well."M17C ' •
If you are in need of a large Shorthand required. Send resume 401 Maple St. 753-3642
to P. 0. Box 32P., Murray,
NO REGRET, the best yet; Blue home, check with us first. We
Kentucky
M16C
believe
we
have
the
best
selection
I
carpets
Lustre
cleans
town.
Prices
range
from
in
electric
beautifully. Rent
I HEAR
WANTED TO BUY
$34,000 to $44,000.
shampooer $L00. Big K.M20C
SOME BODY
WE NOW HAVE 3 new houses I:AMES 2openings full and partunder construction that are listed time earn $2.00 an hour, no ex- WANT TO BUY; used TV an- RUNNINGTRAVEL TRAILER, 22 ft. from $25,500. All have 3 perience necessary we train. For tenna rotor. Phone 492-8620. M16P
deluxe, self contained. Call 753- bedrooms, are brick, have interview
appointment Phone
7117 days, after five p.m. 753- central heat and air, carpet, two 753-1711 between 8-11 a.m. M17C
WANT TO BUY: service station
3425, ask for Tom.
baths, range, dishwasher,
or vacant lot for filling statioo
M17C disposal, paved drives. The
site in or around Munray. Write to
carpet and inlait,Itas not been EARN MONEY at home. Full or P. 0. Box 927, Paducah, Kenpart
time.
For
details send selfFOURTEEN FOOT Arkansas bought at this time, if bought at
M22C
tucky.
addressed envelop-stamped
Travel boat with trailer. Phone once owner may choose.
ne
to
B.
and
A.
Enterprises.
Dept
TEN' JUST LISTED A 4 bedroom
753-6030 after 5:00 p.m.
WANT TO BUY girl's or boy's 20 Al
& Slats
house in Kentucky Lake with A-IM. Post Office Box 278. inch bicycle, in good condition.
ANTIQUE OBLONG pine dining water front. Hes carpet in 3 Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
M18C Phone 767-6365, between 5•00-6:30
table with four chairs like new rooms, inlaid in balance, two
M18C
p.m.
LOST & FOUND
MIfiC baths, utility room, this is ayear
753,3896
around house. Possession with
and
CHEST OF drawerscon- deed.
LOST: SOLID black, part Beagle WANT TO BUY; logs
for
have
timber.
Also
standing
ITC
$15.00-753)733
dition
ALSO A VERY NICE 2 bedroom dog with white ring around neck,
and sawdut
house in Pine Bluff Shores on red collar. Answers Jo name of sale lumber
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co
SEARS 18" 1531or T. V. portable shady lot and ready to live in for Pete. Phone 753-73951420C
753-4147.
Phone
braided
only $9500.
$200.00, 9x12 brown oval
TEC
ruig;$ $35.00. Phone 753-9371. M18 123 ACRE FARM for only $21,000. LOST: CALWWAY County 1971
WE HAVE LOTS of building lots Graduation 7rig with initials, WANT
TO BUY Used enlarger
COLOR TELEVISION! used. in several areas of Murray, what E.M.G. in ring. Reward. Phone Phone 753-7901.
M18('
Real nice cabinet. See at Dirm's ever your Real Estate Needs, 437-4415 after 5:00 p.m.
505
to
Roberts
Realty
at
Come
12th
M16C
TV & Appliance, 118 South
WANT TO BUY Pekingese
Street. Plenty of free parking in Main Street or Call Hoyt or Ray
puppy,
six or eight weeks, L'il Abntsr
at
753-1651_
M18(
Roberts
M18C
store
rear of
preferrable male. Phone 492-8.130
SERVICES
OFFERED
FOR RENT
M181
FOR RENT
HOW Dit)OUR)
after 4:00 p.m.
41)
'MR PERFECT'
AK(: GERMAN Shepherd stud
I. CONTEST COME)
house
OUT')
services. Black and
silver. WANT TO BUY; 10x12
@M
MAN
C)M
NA
AD,
,
Phone 753-8351.
M 16C trailers. Call Brandon Dill after
PtiESL19-4ER
4:00 put. or all day Saturday and
Sunday, 753-2930.M17C
all
with
park,
trailer
quiet
Nice, shady,
PLOWNBC
°F'
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
r,barologival digging, ui
modern facilities. On Highway 94 East, one
iii.
mks', often turn up
block from Kentucky Lake.?
I flifaItikZ pink .444 iii
BY OWNER: remodeled house
with outbuildings on three acres; .Itain• iii 114,1:114ws, tor
t‘to miles from city limits on cif iiiit(thi afol Indium form-.
black topped road. -Phone 753- bultrating
Phone 474-2247
• • - MI6(' tin, tuber lo earls Nitst Ii
8088
1-tf.
fIrr I.

* MOD WATCH BANDS
* BELTS,* BILLFOLDS

Urges church effort
on behalf of poor

NOTICE

Winter Merchandise
Still On Sale!

7 Pronoun
8 Obscures
9 Tentative
sketch
10 Ventilate
11 Witty
remark
16 Seasoning
18 Difficult
20 Eskers
21 erepare and
serve food
22 Place in
line
24 Facial
expression
25 Evade
26 Thick
28 Ingredients
33 Priest's
vestments
34 Soils
36 Greek
letter

It is considered bad luck for
woman to enter a mine.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

000 MUM 000
000
0030
GO 200 0100000
00111 MU 00M
0000 UMW 000M
000 300 109
00 0000000 00
000 0013
00010 000 12003
000 000 000
000000 000 RIO
000 0000 00011
000 00130 000

mpg

lb
38 Unit of
Chinese
currency
40 Partners
41 Sped
-45 Foundation
46 Weaken
47 a state
(abbr.)

48 Transgress
49 New Deal
Agency
50 Ship
channel
53 Sun
god

*GRADUATION
PRESENTS*
*44

THE COLLEGE SHOP

ective
State
vilege
d not
would
'y inather
time
ecord
other
ition.
your
duty
1 128
te on
or. I

on of
r the
inted
tion,
itors
,trict
of

im s,
your
you
s a

'r.

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

lb

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Paint
Store

fl-

THANKS, I WAS
AFRAID MY LINE
WOULD BE BROKEN

1 . I ,Ith
,kplithe

.

,'e

.../.•••••••••

TRAILER SPACES FOR RENT

Kenlake Traitir Park

Mi.

10,

Thi

,i•
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W ins e ion
Speech Meet

puSsy willow with yellow candles
on either side. At either end of the
buffet was a large arrangement
of fresh fruit.
The following countries were
.
represented at the dinner: AnPaducah Tilghman High School
ia ,ba ,
a
Anuasdtrailou
top honors for the third lcia'
uii,C
England,
Bolivia,
consecutive year in debate Finland, Germany, Hong Kong,
competition at the First Region India, Iran, Jamaica, Japan,
Speech Tournament at Murray Jordan, Peru, Taiwan, Thailand,
State University Saturday, Turkey, and Venezuela.
March 13.
David Lewis was master of
Seven schools participated in ceremonies with Steve Son and
three events-debate, discussion Belinda Baugh furnishing special
and duet acting-during Grroup music accompanied by Judy'
Event Day. Dr. Ray Mofield, Adams on the piano. A very
chairman of the communications entertaining program, "Around
department at Murray State, the World With Talent" was
served as regional tournament given by the Internationals,
manager.
themselves, of music and drama
Sponsored by the Kentucky from India, Iran, Japan, South
High School Speech League, the America, Taiwan, and Thailand.
competition marked the second The theme of the evening was
of three events. The third and 'Love is. . All Shapes and Sizes
Remains of the Dale Brothers Used Car Sales and Garage
final day of competition-- and Colors" and the purpose was
building rested atop cars destroyed with the building in a fire at
Individual Speech Events-will be to promote Friendship Around
held at Murray State March 27. the World, Rev. Cornell said.
Puryear early Sunday.
photo by Lance King
Winning debate team members The
enthusiasm
and
from Tilghman were David cooperation with which the InLefebvre and Terry Reber and ternationals entered into this
Kerry Black and Lance Wiist. Annual Event caused a most
They will represent Tilghman delightful evening for all present,
From The
and the first region in the 10- and was very much appreciated,
An early morning fire at region State Speech Festival at
Federal State Market News Puryear
Sunday destroyed the the University of Kentucky the said the director, Lloyd Cornell.
Service March 16, 1971
The special committees
Dale Brothers Used Car Sales
week of April 18.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog and Garage.
directly assisting Mrs. Noff(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
Students who earned superior singer are as follows: Associate
Market Report Includes 10 The blaze, discovered by a
By United Press International
Buying Stations
passing truck drive at around 4 ratings in discussion and duet Directors, Mrs. W. A. Erwin, and
FT. MCPHERSON, Ga.-Lt.
Receipts: Act. 916 Est. 800 a.m., was already breaking acting events will also compete in Mrs. W. J. Pitman; General
Col. Anthony B. Herbert on
Barrows and Gilts 25c higher through the roof when firemen the state tournament. They are: Director of W.M.U. Blood River
formally charging two of his
Sows steady
arrived. The Puryear Fire
Assoc., Mrs. Crawford Ray;
superiors with covering up the
Discussion-Trigg Render and decorations, Misses Martha
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $16.75-17.25; Department assisted by the
torture of a woman and the
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $16.25-16.75; Paris Fire Department, could Mike Chapman, both of Tilgh- Wisehart and Teresa Carson;
murder of five prisoners in
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $15.75-16.25; only keep the fire from man; and Debbie Oliver and ta es and kitchen, Mesdames
Vietnam:
Debbie Gray, both of Trigg J n Belt, Castle Parker, DurUS 3-4 260-280 lbs. $15.25-15.75; spreading.
-We're going to clean up the
Max Dale, co-owner of the County.
Sows
wood Beatty, Keys Keel, Ken
Army from within the Army.
Duet acting-Connie West and Winters, Lloyd Cornell, Misses
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $14.00-15.00; firm, said that estimates of the
Those of us who really care
.US 1-3 300-550 lbs. 213.50-14.00; damage could run as high as Noble Noel, Jeff Beard and Larry Nancy Noffsinger, and Laurie
rather, than
worry
about
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $13.00-13.50. $40,000. Two late model cars and - Smith, Christian County; Myrtle Beatty; food libeling, Mesdames
whether we get a good
an antique car were consumed. Oates and Kathy Rutherford,
Laura Jennings and Raymond
retirement, those men who love
Several other cars were Sandra McCarley and Kathy
(UPI)
COPENHAGEN
Carter.
the Army are going to see the
damaged, according to the Wright, Trigg _County; Don
International owners. The loss was
Army comes out' of this fine." Copenhagen's
not in- Lampkins and Wanda McNabb
Airport, Kaiarup, served 6.7
sured.
Jill Shroat and Mark Etherton,
million passengers in 1970.
SAN FRANCISCO - David
Fire officials have not been
up 16 per cent from 1969. able to
Murray; Mark Barnett and John
determine the cause of
Harris, husband of folk singer
Planes landing or leaving to- the blaze.
McMurray, Bob Wirtz and
Joan Baez, on being released
taled 156,809.
Sondra Smith, Tilghman; and
from prison after serving 20
Margie Bryant and John Igancia,
•evenue Chief Urges
months for draft evasion:
No injuries were reported in
Fort Campbell.
"I made my choice and I
Use Of Return Labels
the three traffic collisions inparticipating
from
the
Schools
have been in prison 20 months.
FRANKFORT,Ky.-13-county first region were vestigated by the Murray Police
(Continued From Page One)
I would make the same choice
Commissioner of Revenue J. E. Christian County, Trigg County, Department on Monday.
again if I had to back it up with $64 a month for an individual Luckett has urged Kentucky
The first occured at 8:30 a.m.
Paducah Tilghman, Murray,
and $96 for a couple. The income tax filers to use
10 years."
the Calloway County, Lone Oak and between a 1968 Pontiac four door
Senate approved a $100 and adressed piggy back labels on
hardtop owned by Stallons Motor
tax
CRICAGO-Judge Robert J. 1150 minimum. The conferees returns filed with the Depart- Fort Campbell.
Sales and driven by Orville Boyd
County
won
the
Christian
Sulski delivering the marriage agreed to a 10 per cent ment of Revenue.
of
902 South 17th Street, Murray,
competition
last
regional drama
vows to a man he had increase, meaning the new "Since the label results
in month and will represent the first and a 1962 Oldsmobile two door
be
$70.40
and
minimums
will
sentenced to three years in jail:
hardtop driven by Jane R.
faster processing, it is to the
"Do you, Robert Daniels, $105.60. Now 5.7 million people benefit of both the taxpayer and region in the State Drama Guthrie of Puryear, Tenn.
22-23.
March
Festival
take Gloria Bruce to live get only the minimum benefits. the department to insure that
Police said the Guthrie car was
the
together...I suppose, in your
Outside
Income-The label is used. "Luckett said.
going north on 641 South turning
case, eventually...in sickness maximum outside income a
left onto Glendale Road and that
This is especially true during
and in health?"
beneficiary can earn without the closing days of the filing
the Boyd car was going east on
losing some benefits is $1.680 a period, when more than half of
Glendale Road when the cars
year. The Senate boosted it to the million-returns received each
collided.
$2,400. The conferees agreed to year reach the department."
Damage to the Pontiac was on
keep the present maximum The commissioner also urged
the left front and to the olddearnings base, but pledged those taxpayers 'whose returns
smobile on the left side.
another look at increasing it later are prepared by an accountant or
At five p.m. Manfred Morrison
(Continued From Page One
this year.
Trenholm, 12th and Chestnut
other tax practitioner to be sure
By United Press International Streets, driving a 1970 Ford two
ministry: Rev. Thomas Powell,
Over 72-for the special that the label is attached to the
High winds spun through the door sedan owned by Robert
pastor of Hamlet Baptist Church;
return
mallet
to the Department
group of 600,000 Americans
Great Lakes region and upper Trenholm, was driving around
Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of
over 72 who otherwise would of Revenue.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church;
Luckett pointed out that the Ohio Valley Monday and early the Wishy- Washy Car Wash,
not be eligible for Social
Rev. Larry Gilmore of Murray,
label
can till be used even if a today, causing extensive da- started back out on Story Avenue,
Security, the conferees agreed
mage in Indiana.
InfilinT pastor of Bardwell
lost control of the car, and hit the
to raise their special payments correction is required. "Simply
A tornado ripped the tin roof post in front of the car wash
Baptist Church; Rev. Deryl
draw
a
line
through
the
error
and
5 per cent from $46 to $48.30 a
off a manufacturing plant in according to the police report.
Watson, Pastor of Trinity Baptsit
month for individuals and from enter your correction on the Waynesboro, Ga., and floods
Church of Paducah
Damage to the Ford on the
label,
preferably by pen or
$69 to $72.50 for couples.
threatened river areas in the front end.
typewriter."
Midwest.
Cars involved in a collision at
Squalls moved through the 10:10 p.m. on North 15th Street
central third of Indiana Mon- were a 1969 Chevrolet Camero
day. Five persons were injured • iven by Don H. Lattus of Hickin Shelbyville where winds blew man Route One and a 1968
over trees and power lines, Chevrolet Camero driven by
damaged a Junior High School Robert l. Evers of Cypress, Ill.
building and an industrial. plant. Lanus,going north, had or was
At Edinburg, Ind., high winds topping to discharge a
unroofed a building of the Blue assenger from his car and said
River Products Co. and blew e had his emergency flashers
•n,according to the police report.
out one wall.
High winds from a possible Evers, also going north, said he
tai-nado at Lexington, Ky., •id not think the Lattus car was
lifted the roof from a television going to stop, and when he saw
station and downed utility lines the lights flashing was unable to
for two stations.
stop in time to avoid a collision
"It really left things in a the police report said.
WKYTambles
15amage to the Loftus car was
newsman John Clark said. • the rear end and to the Evers
"Some of our news copy was ar on the front end.
found a half-mile from the
station and we still haven't
found a chandelier that hung in
our lobby."
A tornado carried away the
(Continued From Page One)
roof of the Keller's Aluminum
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Telephone
Ruling Is
Appealed
BENTON, Ky., March 15 South Central Bell Telephone Co.
has appealed a February ruling
by the Public Service Commission ordering the company to
provide extended area telephone
service free of extra charge in
Marshall County.
An appeal has been filed in
Franklin County Circuit Court
disputing the PSC order which
called for South Central Bell to

provide residents of Aurora,
Symsonia, and the Sharpe area
free telephone service to Benton, the Marshall County seat.
The order established a date of
Jan. 1, 1973, for the end of long
distance charges for these residents placing calls to Benton.
The extended service would
cost South Central Bell an initial
$177,000 plus an additional $65,000 annually in lost revenue, according to Tom Brewer, Bell
group manager in Paducah.
The appeal is based on the
"financial status" of the company, he said. The outlay of
$177,000 to provide the extra
service for "less than 600 residents" who would benefit would

call for a revision in the company budget, he stated.
"Something will have to give,"
Brewer said.
The order granted by the PSC
came as a result of continued
effort by residents of Marshall
County. A petition containing
signatures of 3,040 Marshall residents requesting the service was
presented to the PSC prior to the
ruling.
Marshall County now has eight
telephone exchanges.
SPALDING, England ( UPI IRobert Pacey, 11, hooked a
bundle of 24 one pound notes
while fishing near his home.
Police said he could keep the
money if it is unclaimed.
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Extra Bonus-GE flashbulbs
2 GE SuperCubes or 8 M3 flashbulbs with every 3 packs of film you buy.
Bu!, 3 packs of Polaroid Colofpack Land film and we'll give you
2 GE SuperCubes or 8 M3 flashbulbs at no extra charge. Quantities
for this offer are limited. So make sure of' your supply before they
run out. Offer ends March 21

Free carrying case
when you buy a
Colorpack I I
Land camera.
$2988
COlorpack-ll is Polaroid's.lowest .priced camera.— color picture,- in
a mintuk.., .black and white in seconds. Automatic exposures with an
electric e‘e and electronic shutter. Built-in flash for 4-shot flashcubes. BrilliaRr 3-element lens.
The cam ing case is in sutra black virt,1 with room for your
"canw-ravli-lm and flashcubes. And you'll receive it free if you buy your
camera before March 21
,

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9:00 - 9:00 Mon. thru Sat.
12.30 -500 Sunday

753-8777
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